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Abstract

The Canadian Army (CA) has pursued increased digitization as Canadian society is experiencing
unfettered access to the internet and supporting digital tools. Researchers study the impacts of
information and communication technologies (ICTs) extensively in civilian populations, but
most of the results of these studies are not directly transferable to Canadian military populations.
This dissertation by portfolio presents new research that examined the impacts of ICTs on social
fitness in Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry (PPCLI) from an emic perspective.
The research informing this dissertation followed a two-case study with recently retired
PPCLI members forming the first case and serving members of PPCLI forming the second case.
The cases yielded similar findings, less some differences explained by participant status as
retired or serving. This study found that peer support, relationship maintenance and the ability to
communicate and connect socially were the main opportunities ICTs presented to social fitness.
Boundaryless work, changes perceived to be on a whim and the professional consequences of
online activities were the main ICT-enabled challenges in both cases.
My research findings are presented in this three-part portfolio consisting of a journal
article manuscript for Journal of Military and Strategic Studies, a policy report in the form of a
CA service paper and digital media content in the form on an online artefact exhibit. Although
this project was not intended to be broadly generalizable to the CA, Canadian Armed Forces
(CAF) or Department of National Defence (DND), insights are provided into the opportunities
and challenges ICTs present to social fitness and operational readiness in PPCLI. The findings
herein may be useful to organizations beyond PPCLI given ICT access and the pursuit of
increased digitization.
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This synthesis paper provides an overview of the problem statement, the theoretical
framework used, methodology and methods, data analysis, key findings, the rationale for
selecting the dissertation by portfolio and linkage between components, the theory of change and
a description of each of the portfolio components. Supporting materials and a copy of each
portfolio component are in the Appendices.
Keywords: social fitness, soldier readiness, Canadian Army Integrated Performance
Strategy (CAIPS), information and communication technologies (ICTs), social media, networked
individualism, boundaryless work.
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Dissertation by Portfolio Synthesis Introduction and Inspiration
In 2015, the Canadian Army (CA) published the integrated performance strategy
(CAIPS) aimed at improving soldier readiness and resilience (DND, 2015). Within CAIPS, six
components of total fitness are identified: physical, intellectual, social, emotional, spiritual and
familial (DND, 2015). The CA has made demonstrable progress in the domains of physical and
intellectual fitness; however, progress in the other four components has been harder to codify
and measure (Force Combat, 2017; Canadian Defence Academy, 2019).
The inspiration for this project came from my time as a company commander in 1st
Battalion, Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry (PPCLI). When I deployed on Operation
Athena in Afghanistan in 2007, I did not own a cell phone or have a Facebook page. When I
came home a year later, I had both. From 2008 to 2015, I bought tech gadgets, connected on
social media and was taking advantage of many of the opportunities to connect with my family
and friends digitally. In 2016, my company had recently deployed domestically to fight forest
fires in Northern Saskatchewan and was preparing to deploy on Operation Reassurance in Latvia.
After spending extended periods of time away from home, I really started to notice how
important access to information and communication technologies (ICTs) was for the soldiers in
my company and for myself. These tools affected our readiness and resilience and I saw some of
the challenges and benefits firsthand.
CAIPS does not currently consider the role of ICTs in performance fitness and the CA
leadership has not optimally integrated these tools into its collective understanding of fitnessrelated readiness and resilience. My inspiration, coupled with some gaps in CAIPS, created an
opportunity for a research project examining the impacts of ICTs on social fitness, an area of
interest to CA leadership. Given my background and long-term employment in Western Canada,
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I focussed my project on PPCLI, the full-time infantry Regiment in my geographic area. This
large research population allowed me to design a project that followed a qualitative inquiry using
Yin’s (2018) two-case study design. The project cases were based on retired members of PPCLI
in the first case and serving members of PPCLI in the second case. In both cases, soldiers and
leaders in the three full-time infantry battalions of PPCLI were recruited as participants to
understand the roles and impacts of ICT use on social fitness. This project documents important
ICT-enabled opportunities relating to peer support, relationship maintenance and the ability to
communicate and connect socially as well as ICT-enabled challenges to social fitness that need
to be addressed such boundaryless work, changes perceived to be on a whim and the professional
consequences of online activities.
In line with the Royal Roads University requirements for dissertation by portfolio, this
portfolio synthesis consists of my problem statement and research contextualization, my
theoretical research framework, my methodology and methods, my rationale for selecting the
dissertation by portfolio format, my knowledge dissemination and transfer plan as derived from
my theory of change, conceptual linkages between each of my selected portfolio components and
a comprehensive overview of each of my portfolio components including my journal article
manuscript, my service paper as a policy report and my artefact exhibit as digital media content.
Problem Statement and Research Contextualization
ICTs facilitate access to online social spaces and enable new types of digitized social
interactions (Aiken, 2016). Civilian population research documenting the opportunities and
challenges presented by ICTs and online sociality is readily available (Ling, 2010; Rainie &
Wellman, 2012; 2019; Turkle, 2015; Twenge, 2017; Kubicek & Korunka, 2017; Mols &
Pridmore, 2020). Existing research can be opportunity-heavy or challenge-heavy; however, all
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researchers agree that there are no absolutes and that there are significant and nuanced changes
to sociality brought on by ICTs and online interactions (Gergen 2002; Gergen 2003; Ling, 2010;
Rainie & Wellman, 2012; 2019).
Rainie and Wellman (2012) dub internet access, mobile ICTs and social media as the
triple revolution and they assert that this revolution creates a social operating system called
networked individualism. Networked individuals can “function more as connected individuals
and less as embedded group members” across geographic boundaries and irrespective of time of
day due to near-continuous online presence (Rainie & Wellman, 2012, p. 12). They, and other
researchers at the opportunity-heavy end of the spectrum, conclude that relationships are
strengthened and that wellbeing is increased through connectivity and the use of ICTs (Rainie &
Wellman, 2012; Joo & Teng, 2017; Ling, 2010). Networked individuals thrive in online and
offline social situations through savvy use of ICTs, expanding their loosely knit social networks
and benefiting from on-demand connectivity (Rainie & Wellman, 2012; 2019). Research done by
Twenge (2017) and Turkle (2015) comes to a different conclusion, determining that ICT use and
online sociality negatively impact social relationships and wellbeing, and that North Americans
are currently experiencing an empathy crisis attributed to a move away from in-person
interactions and towards ever increasing social interactions through ICTs.
Existing military literature on the opportunities presented by ICTs and online sociality is
sparse and recent studies have focussed on everyday experiences a modern military with
compulsory service, coping with military lifestyle change and accessing online health resources
(Stern & Shalom, 2019; Rossetto & Owlett, 2020; Swed, Sheehan & Butler, 2020). Although
related to wellbeing, these projects are only tangentially related to social fitness as defined by the
CA. PPCLI has not been the subject of many past projects; however, in-depth ethnographic
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research done in the late 1990s and early 2000s by Irwin (2002) on PPCLI indicates that
networked individualism is likely to be at odds with the perspective that army service “is seen
both by members of society at large and by its own members to be a simple, bounded entity, into
which it is very difficult to gain entry” (Irwin, 2002, p. 31). Military research, dating from the
aftermath of the Second World War to the recent wars in the Middle East, shows that leadership,
unit cohesion and bonding between soldiers are highly personal, face-to-face, socially exclusive
undertakings with soldiers fighting for many reasons, chief among them being the relationships
they form with their fellow combatants (Shils & Janowitz, 1948; Wong et al., 2003; Wong, 2006;
Engen, 2009).
CA thought on social wellness is changing; the CAIPS definition of social fitness
includes relationships beyond fellow combatants, considers the importance of work-life balance
and recognizes the importance of social activities and recreation for all members of the CA,
regardless of rank and position (CA, 2015). In rethinking performance fitness, and issuing
CAIPS direction, the CA has shown a willingness to change the way wellness is considered,
resourced and prioritized. The project described in this portfolio is nested within the existing
research on ICTs and online sociality as well as the existing research and CA direction on social
fitness. This project explored the impacts of ICTs on social fitness in the context of the CA,
while considering the social differences that exist in PPCLI. This project and its outputs are
timely and important because they inform the everyday opportunities and challenges to social
fitness that come with ICT use and online sociality.
Although unplanned, the public health measures enacted as part of the COVID-19
pandemic response make the findings of this research perhaps even more timely given the role of
ICTs in enabling physically distanced social fitness. Although pandemic-necessitated physical
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distancing measures will not last forever, they were certainly a forcing function for better use of
digital spaces in the CA and there are several lessons observed that should be continued after the
pandemic ends.
Theoretical Framework
In the previous section a brief overview of some of the military and ICT-related
supporting literature was presented as part of the problem statement and research
contextualization. This section will delve further into the CAIPS literature and measures of social
fitness and will present work/family border theory as the theoretical framework for this project.
Written in 2000 prior to the triple revolution, work/family border theory helps to understand the
impacts of ICTs on social fitness in PPCLI; however, supporting literature on ICT-enabled
boundaryless work, work intensification and context collapse are useful to fully understand the
findings of this project and are presented alongside work/family border theory (Clark, 2000;
Kubicek & Korunka, 2017; Rainie & Wellman, 2019; Mols & Pridmore, 2020; Marwick & boyd,
2011).
Social Fitness: CAIPS, the RAND Report and Other Literature
CAIPS includes six areas of fitness: physical, intellectual, social, emotional, spiritual, and
familial, and has a mission to see the CA “adopt a performance-oriented, health and fitness-based
culture in order to increase readiness by generating better prepared and more resilient soldiers”
(CA, 2015, p. 5). PPCLI’s parent formation, 3rd Canadian Division (3 Cdn Div) is committed to
fully operationalizing CAIPS and endorsed this research project on social fitness. The 3 Cdn
Div’s published model of CAIPS, based on current CA orders and direction, is included in
Figure 1 (CA, 2018).
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Figure 1. The CAIPS model of total fitness
The CAIPS Model of Total Fitness

Note. From “Canadian Division Total Fitness: Leader and Soldier Commitment to Readiness,
Resilience and Growth,” by 3rd Canadian Division HQ, 2018, Internal Order. Copyright 2018 by
Department of National Defence.
Developing and maintaining optimum social fitness is important to CA and PPCLI
leadership because it contributes directly to operational readiness and resilience through personal
relationships, team dynamics, resourcing, problem solving and conflict resolution (CA, 2015).
CAIPS defines social fitness as “the ability to maintain a sense of identity and belonging,
develop and maintain trusted, valued relationships and friendships that are personally fulfilling”
(CA, 2015, p. 3), and the complete CA social fitness continuum is at Appendix A of this
synthesis paper for reference. RAND research by McGene (2013) defines social fitness as “the
availability and maintenance of social relationships and the ability of military personnel to utilize
those relationships to manage stressors and successfully perform their duties” (p. 6). Although
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McGene’s (2013) definition is slightly different than the one used in CAIPS, there are similar
emphases on the importance of relationships and social support in social fitness. The RAND
report on Social Fitness and Resilience was consulted as a reference when CAIPS was developed
and it refers to the role of ICTs in social media networks and cyber communities; however,
CAIPS does not mention ICTs or any role for them in enabling social fitness (McGene, 2013;
CA, 2015). McGene’s (2013) RAND report was also important to my project as it defined the
contributing sources of social support to social fitness that I used in the short answer and semistructured interview questions, included in Appendix B.
Cohesion, bonding and leadership studies are researched extensively for military
purposes and they are closely related concepts to social fitness (Wong, 2006; MacCoun, Kier &
Belkin, 2006; Griffith, 2007; Siebold 2007). My project is complimentary to group cohesion
where individual-level social fitness is linked to the social component of group cohesion which,
“refers to the nature and quality of emotional bonds of friendships, liking, caring, and closeness
among group members,” (MacCoun, 1993, p. 291). Military group cohesion has generated
significant research interest in the past two decades due to its relationship to combat motivation
and performance (Wong, 2006; MacCoun, Kier & Belkin, 2006; Griffith, 2007; Siebold 2007).
Having reviewed the literature on CAIPS and social fitness, I will describe how
networked individualism influences work/family border theory and I will introduce the
supporting concepts of ICT-enabled boundaryless work, work intensification and context
collapse. Together, these concepts are extremely useful in helping to fully understand the
findings of this research project.
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Networked Individualism and Online Sociality
Savvy networked individuals balance their off and online relationships to optimize social
benefits and are more likely to access large, sparsely knit social networks, enabled through
online sociality, than to rely on small, tightly knit social networks resembling a home community
to meet their social needs (Ling, 2010; Rainie & Wellman, 2012). Networked individuals derive
highly effective levels of social support, provided that they have the required network
management skills (Rainie & Wellman, 2012; Hampton, Sessions & Her, 2011; Sutcliffe, Binder
& Dunbar, 2018). Online sociality has the following effects for successful networked
individuals: in-person relationships are supplemented, support group size is unchanged, total
network size is positively influenced and enduring social ties are produced and can be
maintained as long as online platform design supports the development of long-term social
support and trust (Sutcliffe, Binder & Dunbar, 2018; Ostertag & Ortiz, 2017).
Criticisms of networked individualism have shown that social media use can leave people
feeling lonely and left out, reduce empathy, lessen in-person sociality, increase depression and
can create echo chambers for extreme views, with these effects being more pronounced among
younger users (Twenge, 2017; Turkle, 2015). Given that several studies have come to different
conclusions about networked individualism, it very likely that these conflicting results may be
due to differences in user knowledge and skills in the digital environments and differences in
research design. This study looked at both the positive and negative impacts of ICT use on social
fitness, exploring the full spectrum of the opportunity-challenge dynamic.
Work/Family Border Theory and Supporting Literature
CA soldiers are networked individuals to varying degrees and experience social relations
and social fitness differently to those who served prior to the triple revolution (Schumm et al.,
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2004; Carter & Renshaw, 2016). Prior to the triple revolution, the CA was going through a longterm opening process consistent with Janowitz’ theorizing on citizen soldiers and societal
integration of armed forces (Janowitz, 1960). The triple revolution and widespread ICT
availability have helped soldiers address some components of organizational social isolation and
have extended face-to-face communication to very accessible digital spaces (Okros, 2020; Stern
& Shalom, 2019; Svete & Juvan, 2016; Ling, 2010). Today’s army recruits expect to participate
in their pre-enrollment social circles and can easily develop social relationships outside of the
military, even when they are training or on operations that require them to be away from home
(Okros, 2020). These extra-military, geographically unconstrained social interactions represent a
significant change enabled by ICTs that did not exist prior to the triple revolution (Okros, 2020;
Rainie & Wellman, 2012; Irwin, 2002).
I selected work/family border theory as the theoretical framework for this project because
it explains, in part, the impacts of cross border interactions, made easier and more convenient by
ICTs, on work-life balance and work-family conflict (Clark, 2000; de Wet & Koekemoer, 2016).
In Clark’s (2000) theory, the home (or life outside work) and the workplace are separate,
bordered domains with a borderland between them. In her theory the primary actors are the
border-crossers and border keepers; when applied to my project, soldiers are the border crossers
and their work colleagues, chains of command and families are the border keepers for the
workplace and home domains, respectively (Clark, 2000). The bordered domains are physical,
psychological and/or temporal and the theory defines them as areas where “domain-relevant
behaviour begins and ends” (Clark, 2000, p.756). Work/family border theory proposes that a
person’s sense of work-life balance is influenced by the strength of their domain borders, how
they identify with their domains and the social supports they receive both at work and at home
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(Clark, 2000; Casper et al., 2018). Work-life balance is important to social fitness because it
describes how these two important roles are successfully integrated so that people can be
productive and happy, find meaning in their work and lives, and be supported through trusted
and valued relationships (Clark, 2000; DND, 2015; Casper et al., 2018).
When work/family border theory was developed in the late 1990s and early 2000s, Clark
(2000; 2002) recognized the role of pre-triple revolution technologies in border crossing through
what de Wet and Koekemoer (2016) later termed life-work-interactions (LWIs) and work-lifeinteractions (WLIs). Today’s ICTs make LWIs and WLIs easy, cheap, and fast, increasing
border crossing through work intensification and boundaryless work conditions (Kubicek and
Korunka; 2017). Kubicek and Korunka (2017) describe how ICTs can accelerate
communications, decision-action cycles, expected work outputs and change processes. This
hastening process results in ever-increasing goals and overall workplace intensification, while
removing time and location constraints which creates boundaryless/borderless work conditions
(Kubicek & Korunka, 2017). Boundaryless working conditions have a range of outcomes
including the positive potential for increased flexibility; however, the negative outcomes of
overwork and work intensification can very easily manifest in CA work environments with
subordinates, peers and supervisors intruding in soldier’s personal lives because of a CA culture
that is “trying to do everything” (Kubicek & Korunka, 2017; Eyre, 2019, p.4). This can occur
easily in the army because many CA jobs require soldiers to be on call 24/7, making it easy and
easily justifiable to be undisciplined with silent hours intrusions “by sending non-operationally
urgent emails after work hours or on weekends” (Eyre, 2019, p.5).
In addition to the challenge of boundaryless work conditions, Marwick and boyd (2011)
describe context collapse which further blurs domain borders and flattens personal spaces
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because commonly available social media platforms allow LWIs and WLIs to occur in the same
context, viewable to multiple audiences simultaneously. Context collapse can also contribute to
added work intensification because a social media presence after hours and over the weekend can
create work expectations on multiple use ICTs (Mols & Pridmore, 2020; Marwick & boyd,
2011). In an effort to keep social spheres separate and more in line with offline social contexts,
many ICT users are challenging context collapse through platform-specific design functions such
as privacy settings, personal messaging, and multiple and/or fake social media accounts (de Wet
& Koekemoer, 2016; Beugre & Kim, 2006; Eddy et al., 2010; Marwick & boyd, 2011; Costa,
2018). These platform-specific design functions, referred to as affordances, suggest how each
social media platform might be best used and provide some insights into why users would select
different platforms for different social activities (Zhao et al., 2013).
Work/family border theory, ICT-enabled boundaryless work conditions and context
collapse help to understand the impacts of ICTs on social fitness in PPCLI. From an opportunity
perspective, connected soldiers who are networked individuals to varying extents, can engage in
frequent cross border LWI communications that allow them to offer and receive social support,
maintain relationships and participate in social events. This connectivity to their intimate spheres
gives soldiers higher family/life domain awareness despite the regular bouts of geographic
separation that come with military service. From a challenge perspective, considered with
boundaryless work conditions and context collapse, work/family border theory helps to
understand why soldiers experience intrusive WLIs through flattened and permeable borders
between their work and family/life domains, a reality they are countering by selecting and using
ICTs with affordances that offer some mitigations.
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When considering the theoretical basis for this project I reviewed CAIPS, the supporting
literature on social fitness, ICTs, work/family border theory, boundaryless work and context
collapse. Considered together, this literature was very helpful in understanding my research
results and preparing the three portfolio elements of this dissertation. In general, many of the
project findings are in line with that the theoretical basis suggests, with the rest of the results
filling gaps, linking concepts together and providing insights into social fitness in PPCLI and in
the CA.
Although the theoretical framework for my project was based largely on civilian
population research, the prevalence of ICTs and social media use among the Patricias who took
part in this study categorizes them all as networked individuals to varying extents. Networked
individualism and the challenges and opportunities this social operating system presents for
soldiers has profound impacts for PPCLI and the CA because of the long-standing reliance on inperson interactions for developing close-knit, bounded, and tightly bonded teams (Irwin, 2002).
Although this team-building requirement will undoubtedly remain an important part of military
service in combat units, this project – and others like it – may help the CA to expand its options
and look at many complimentary methods of optimizing social fitness. Similar to the research
done by Sutcliffe, Binder and Dunbar (2018) including online sociality options within social
fitness frameworks will help to supplement, rather than supplant, in-person social relationships.
Methodology and Methods
The knowledge presented here is emic from my perspective as a senior officer in PPCLI
having spent the majority of my career serving within 3 Cdn Div, the CA sponsor of this project.
The project followed a qualitative inquiry from the perspective that social fitness is dependent on
context and varies between individuals. The project took a transdisciplinary approach, including
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participants throughout the research process following Mobjörk’s (2010) best practices. Belcher
et al. (2016), established quality criteria for transdisciplinary research described by relevance,
credibility, legitimacy, and effectiveness.
Relevance was primarily achieved by selecting a research project that is important to the
CA and PPCLI and developing an explicit theory of change (ToC) with stakeholder specific
research outputs. My ToC, included as a product in Appendix C, maps out the steps within my
desired change process in the context of the CA and PPCLI and was an essential framework for
planning my project and selecting research outputs that support my desired longer-term research
goals (Deutsch et al., 2021; Vogel, 2012). Project credibility was accomplished by clearly
defining the research question and ensuring that my methodology would effectively answer the
question while acknowledging limitations such as number of participants and data collection
during the COVID-19 pandemic. To ensure that my results would have legitimacy I completed a
dual ethics review through the Royal Roads University Research Ethics Board and the DND
Social Science Research Review Board and ensured representation from each PPCLI unit with a
balanced rank profile. These measures enhance legitimacy in academia, with the CA and PPCLI
chains of command and with the PPCLI regimental community.
Finally, through committing to relevance, credibility and legitimacy, the quality of
effectiveness almost came as a by-product. Early stakeholder engagement ensured that my ToC
had outputs with a practical applications and broad participant representation resulted in
informative results that effectively answered my research question. The outcomes of my
dissertation contribute in a meaningful way that improves CAIPS from a policy perspective and
shares knowledge that helps build social fitness in PPCLI and the CA.
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Research Design
With research quality and credibility in mind, I followed a qualitative approach in
accordance with Yin’s (2018) multiple case guidelines for this project. The case study method is
popular in qualitative research, used regularly in single and multiple case designs when
researchers cannot (or do not want to) control behavioural events, are looking to include multiple
sources of evidence in their case(s) and want to develop an understanding of contemporary
events in real-world settings (Yin, 2011; 2018, Broughton-Micova, 2019). Callan’s (2007)
research on the organizational culture implications of family-friendly policies used a two-case
methodology to study employees from two different pharmaceutical companies and she was able
to answer her research question, noting similarities between the cases and important differences
for explained reasons. Although my project had fewer participants, my research question
similarly looked to understand how activities and policies influence wellbeing, considered
similar data sources and followed a similar case design (Callan, 2007). Recently, DalgaardNielsen and Falster-Holm (2018) completed a case study on Danish Special Forces (SOF)
operators that explored SOF-mindset and added nuance to existing conceptions and stereotypes.
Although their study looked at one case with recommendations for more cases in future research,
it is a good example of the case study methodology being used with a small community of tightknit military personnel, similar to the research population in my project and also used semistructured interviews as the primary method of data collection within the case (Dalgaard-Nielsen
& Falster-Holm, 2018).
I could have grouped my participants into one large case, based on membership in
PPCLI; however, I had an opportunity to build limited repeatability into my research project, so I
selected a two-case design (Broughton-Micova, 2019). My initial proposed design was slightly
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modified due to the delaying effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on the dual ethics review
process. RRU ethics approval was sufficient for retired Patricias so this group formed the pilot
study and the first case, allowing for additional time for the CAF/DND dual ethics approval for
serving Patricias, who made up the second case. The research design is presented in Table 1. The
two units of analysis in this design occur naturally in the PPCLI regimental community and
despite the pandemic, recruiting was possible through the extended PPCLI network. The pilot
confirmed the protocols for the study prior to data collection.
Table 1. Multiple Case Design and Sources of Evidence.
Multiple Case Design and Sources of Evidence
Overarching Context: 3rd Canadian Division / 1st Canadian Mechanized Brigade
Group
Documentary Evidence: CAIPS order is a pan-army document and provides the baseline direction for the cases.
Context: Recently Retired Member of
Context: Serving Members of PPCLI from
PPCLI
the 1, 2 and 3rd Battalions
Planned Case Design
Case 1: Retired PPCLI Members
Case 2: Serving PPCLI Members
Pre-Interview Short Answer Questions:
Pre-Interview Short Answer Questions:
Each participant
Each participant
Leadership Interviews (minimum):
Leadership Interviews (minimum):
1 x Senior Officer
1 x Senior Officer
1 x Senior Non-Commissioned Officer
1 x Senior Non-Commissioned Officer
Junior Member Interviews (minimum):
Junior Member Interviews (minimum):
1 x Junior Officer
1 x Junior Officer
3 x Non-Commissioned Officer/Non2 x Non-Commissioned Officer/NonCommissioned Members
Commissioned Members
Actual Participants
Case 1: Retired PPCLI Members
Case 2: Serving PPCLI Members
Leadership Interviews:
Leadership Interviews:
1 x Senior Officer
2 x Senior Officers
1 x Senior Non-Commissioned Officer
1 x Senior Non-Commissioned Officer
Junior Member Interviews:
Junior Member Interviews:
1 x Junior Officer
2 x Junior Officer
3 x Non-Commissioned Members
1 x Non-Commissioned Officer
1 x Non-Commissioned Members
Total Participants: 6
Total Participants: 7
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Sampling Using Replication Logic and Recruitment
The cases selected allowed for a sampling strategy that used replication logic (Swanborn,
2010; Yin, 2018). Interestingly, the selection of cases based on retired and serving Patricias
created some variation between the cases, but for logical reasons. The differences in outcomes
centred around more willingness from retired members to share critical feedback and provide a
perspective on their service, while serving members knew more about CAIPS and had more
feedback on the pandemic as a forcing function for ICT use due to physical distancing measures.
Otherwise, the cases produced similar outcomes providing a measure of repeatability between
the cases.
Participants were recruited through PPCLI Regimental and 1 CMBG networks. Posters
were displayed in battalion lines and recruiting materials were posted to PPCLI Regimental
Facebook page. The onset of COVID-19 and data collection for this project occurred near
simultaneously and due to the physical distancing measures that were enacted as force health
protection measures, digital recruiting tools were instrumental in recruiting participants and
minimizing in-person contact.
Data Collection
This project collected documentary, short answer, interview and artefact evidence as a
means of data triangulation, allowing for convergence and corroboration in the evidence (Yin,
2018; Swanborn, 2010; Bowen, 2009). The following sections outline the sources of evidence for
this project. Digital collection options were used to protect participants and the researcher
because all data collection took place during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Documentary Evidence
The CA, 3 Cdn Div and the 1 CMBG have each published a series of orders and
documents to operationalize CAIPS. This evidence provided the overarching context for the
project and the definition of social fitness used in the project. These orders and documents are
familiar to most leaders in PPCLI and the battalions have produced local initiatives, although not
always labelled as CAIPS products, to supplement this higher-level direction.
Documents considered in this project were evaluated for authenticity, credibility,
accuracy, and representativeness (Bowen, 2009). As the documents were all officially issued
under command authority and vetted by staffs at multiple levels, authenticity, credibility and
accuracy were not in question. For representativeness, a content analysis was completed as a
first-pass review, identifying relevant passages, or lack thereof in the case of the role of ICTs in
social fitness (Bowen, 2009; Puppis, 2019). A recommended by Bowen (2009) and followed
recently by Dalgaard-Nielsen and Falster-Holm (2018), a limited thematic analysis was complete
to identify a starting set of codes for subsequent interview analysis in addition to those developed
from the literature review.
Short Answer Question Evidence
A set of short answer questions based on my literature review and feedback from the
DND Ethics review committee were completed by each participant prior to taking part in the
semi-structured interview. The short answer questions were sent digitally, due to pandemic
physical distancing measures, and reviewed prior to the interview. The answers to these
questions served as basis for some ice-breaking questions at the beginning of the interview and
allowed participants to think in-depth about the topic prior to the interview.
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Semi-Structured Interview Evidence
Due to the physical distancing measures taken during the pandemic, all interviews were
conducted by phone. Semi-structured interviews were the most prolific source of data collected
in this project and they were a very efficient way to collect data that answered the research
question (Swanborn, 2010). The semi-structured interviews began with ice-breaking questions,
followed with pre-established questions which were sent to participants prior to the interview
and ended with an unstructured conversation using artefact elicitation to allow participants to
select an object that represented social fitness for them and share their experiences (Bagnoli,
2009; Banks & Zeitlyn, 2015). Table 2 describes the interview protocol used in the project.
Table 2. Semi-Structured Interview Protocol
Semi-Structured Interview Protocol
Semi-Structured
Interview
Data Collection
Structured Questions
Artefact Elicitation

Total Time

Leadership Interviews
Recorded and Transcribed
Leadership questions
Common questions
Member provided
photograph, asked to
describe how item
represents the impact of
ICT on social fitness
45 to 60 minutes with
follow ups arranged as
required.

Junior Member
Interviews
Recorded and Transcribed
Common questions
Member provided
photograph, asked to
describe how item
represents the impact of
ICT on social fitness
30 to 45 minutes with
follow ups arranged as
required.

Participants were grouped as either leaders or junior members based on their ranks and
experience, with the question set being longer for the leaders. The set of structured questions for
the leaders included additional questions based on current CAIPS policy and higher-level
direction that junior members were not expected to be familiar with due to their roles in CA.
Additional time was planned for the leadership interviews to allow for a discussion of CAIPS
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policy and related unit-specific initiatives and perspectives. The unstructured artefact elicitation
was the same for both groups of participants. Research participants were all sent a copy of their
interview transcript and given the opportunity to review and make any added comments and
changes (Mobjörk, 2010). The reviewed transcripts were used as the final copy of the interviews
in data analysis. The research instrument is in Appendix B.
Artefact Elicitation and Digital Photo Collection
Due to the digital collection methods necessitated by the pandemic, participants
photographed their own artefacts and sent the photos electronically prior to the interviews. As
the images were submitted prior to the interviews, participants had the chance to reflect on the
research question and the meaning of their artefact prior to submission, which allowed for an
interesting and relevant discussion during the interview (Banks & Zeitlyn, 2015). The artefacts
submitted were varied and encouraged informative unstructured dialogue that helped to provide a
holistic answer to the project’s research question, consistent with Bagnoli’s (2009) findings on
artefact elicitation and recent case study research on the Danish SOF by Dalgaard-Nielsen and
Falster-Holm (2018). Dalgaard-Nielsen and Falster-Holm (2018) employed forced choice
experiments as an elicitation technique in their semi-structured interviews, finding that an
elicitation technique helped to get respondents talking and was well-suited to their research
question. In addition to being used during the interviews, participants gave their permission for
their artefact photos to be used in the elective digital gallery portfolio component, which is
described in the components section later in this synthesis.
Data Analysis
The semi-structured interviews were analyzed using the thematic content analysis
approach (Burnard, 1991; Swanborn, 2010; Puppis, 2019). First the transcripts were analyzed
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manually using line-by-line open coding and then transferred into Microsoft Excel for easy of
data management. The initial codes were developed based on the literature review and refined
during the analysis of the interviews. After the transcripts were completely coded, the codes were
reviewed and those not related to the research question were removed from the data set. Next,
similar codes were grouped under higher order headings related to the research question and
these codes were verified for accuracy against the transcripts. Coded sections were electronically
sorted together in Microsoft Excel for ease of access during the final analysis.
Rationale for The Dissertation Format
As a serving PPCLI officer, I chose to complete my dissertation by portfolio to address
the matters of audience and accessibility in knowledge mobilization raised by Pulla and Schissel
(2018). Although I will share my research outputs with the academic community through the
journal article as a required portfolio component, choosing elective components allowed me to
tailor my research outputs to the soldiers and leaders of PPCLI where it can have more of an
impact in the CA and PPCLI where I currently serve (Maxwell & Kupczyk-Romanczuk, 2009).
These people and organizations are essential to my knowledge mobilization and impact strategy
as they will be the ones effecting any changes based on the knowledge gained through this
project. Choosing a more academic dissertation format would have certainly resulted in a smaller
audience consisting of few, if any, currently serving PPCLI leaders and soldiers who form the
primary community of my profession (Maxwell & Kupczyk-Romanczuk, 2009).
The theory of change (ToC) developed for this project is included in Appendix C, Figure
4. Working through the ToC prior to my candidacy exams was a critical process in helping me to
decide which dissertation format to select. Following the process taught by Belcher (2016), I
identified three stakeholder paths and designed the research outputs of my portfolio to engage
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each group: academics – journal article, CA/PPCLI military leadership – service paper, and
CA/PPCLI community – artefact exhibit.
Theory of Change as a Basis for My Knowledge Transfer Plan
Providing knowledge to people is not enough to change their practices because they are
based on a collection of elements like habits, cultural norms and values (Levin, 2008). Levin’s
(2008) observations emphasize the importance of developing a ToC that is reflective of
organizational realities and is regularly reviewed during the research process, focussing on
research outputs that will enable knowledge transfer to the research audiences identified.
Regulative, Normative and Cognitive/Cultural Institutional Pillars
Effecting sustainable change in large, hierarchical organizations such as militaries is
notoriously difficult (van Baarle et al., 2016; Hart, 1948). Militaries are hierarchical and change
initiatives are typically affected through regulative systems such as policies, rules and
regulations, that are promulgated by top-down change processes (van Baarle et al., 2016). Going
beyond regulative systems alone, Scott’s (2013) institutional analysis identifies three pillars of
institutions: the regulative, normative and cultural-cognitive pillars. In Scott’s (2013) model,
regulative processes are the easiest to recognize in hierarchical, command-driven military change
processes. Normative systems, including values and norms, are influenced by the chain of
command, peers and subordinates, effecting compliance – and change – through social
obligations within the organization (Scott, 2013). Cognitive-cultural systems are about meaning
making and shared understanding, where an important aspect of affecting change in these
systems is the introduction and up-take of new ideas and understanding (Scott, 2013; Brown &
Okros, 2021).
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In the context of the CAF, Brown and Okros (2021) observe that the issue with top-down
regulative change is that it only leverages transactional, power-based leadership, missing the
normative and cognitive/cultural change processes that are achieved through transformational
leadership approaches. These processes are complimentary to regulative change processes, likely
necessary, for sustainable change in large hierarchical organizations because they enable change
through normative group social pressures and changes in worldviews (Brown & Okros, 2021).
Industrial and Information Age Change Models in the CAF
In his study of leading cultural change in the CAF, Schamuhn (2018) draws on industrial
and information age change models to understand why important organizational change efforts
are often unsuccessful. He offers that industrial age top-down organizations, like the CAF,
struggle with change in the information age because CAF leaders wrongly assume that they can
“fully understand and control their environment” (Schamuhn, 2018, p.12). To thrive in the
information age, the CAF will have to recognize the limitations of the current top-down,
centrally controlled mindset and shift towards decentralization and empowerment at all-levels,
enabling education at lower rank levels and supporting bottom-up change processes that are
more reflective of successful change management in the information age (Schamuhn, 2018).
Conceptual Linkage Between Portfolio Components
My elective portfolio components were selected to target practitioner audiences for
knowledge transfer following my ToC, looking at both top-down/industrial age and bottomup/information age change processes as well as the regulative, normative and cognitive/cultural
institutional pillars. As the required portfolio component, the journal article will reach academic
audiences while the service paper and artefact exhibit are aimed at PPCLI leadership and PPCLI
community, respectively. The academic audiences are neither a truly top-down or bottom-up
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group – as most reside outside the serving population; however, they are thought leaders and
practitioners who stimulate cognitive approaches to change. PPCLI leadership still relies heavily
on top-down, regulative approaches to change management, thus the selection of the service
paper output; however, the Regimental Strategy is revisited regularly and the executive
committee is demonstrating a commitment to modernizing regimental social processes (PPCLI,
2021). The PPCLI community has limited ability to influence top-down change, but effectively
contributes to – and sometimes drives – regimental norms and culture, thus the artefact exhibit is
designed to enable bottom-up and peer-to-peer normative change. As the artefact exhibit is
primarily aimed at sharing the positive outcomes of ICT-use on social fitness, this output allows
for individuals to see how others have benefited and this can provide them with examples they
may be able to imitate and/or adapt for their own circumstances.
Figure 2 provides a graphic depiction of the conceptual linkage between my three
portfolio elements. As my outputs become more academically oriented, the corresponding
audience they are designed for becomes a smaller set of the greater military community. As the
most accessible output, the artefact exhibit is aimed at the largest audience encompassing the
greater military community and is the output most likely to enable bottom-up normative change.
The service paper is primarily oriented towards senior leadership and decision makers and
focussed on policy and practice recommendations and is the output most likely to enable topdown regulative change, although it is accessible to anyone interested in the research findings.
Finally, the journal article is aimed at the smallest group and will primarily of interest to military
academics, policy advisors and senior officers in staff college and academic programs and is the
output most likely to enable cognitive change.
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Figure 2. Nested Audiences and Corresponding Proposed Research Outputs
Nested Audiences and Corresponding Proposed Research Outputs

My ToC is based on my project’s spheres of control, direct influence and interest/indirect
influence (Belcher, 2019; Vogel, 2012). Although my ToC was developed during my second
residency at Royal Roads University and during my research proposal, the product and process
remained flexible throughout my research, and I referred to it regularly as I worked on my
research outputs following data collection. A visual representation is included in Appendix C.
My sphere of control includes my research activities, outputs and intermediate project
outcomes (Belcher, 2019; Vogel, 2012). In this sphere the research outputs in Figure 2 work
together to achieve the purpose of understanding how ICTs and online sociality impact social
fitness in PPCLI through knowledge transfer. This sphere also includes stakeholder engagement
with both my CA sponsor and The Museum of the Regiments. These engagements ensured that
preparations were complete to ensure that the artefact exhibit output would be showcased
through existing CA and military community resources.
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My sphere of direct influence includes my intermediate and high-level outcomes
(Belcher, 2019; Vogel, 2012). In this sphere my research outputs are planned to influence
attitudes and knowledge with the purpose of improving CAIPS initiatives focussed on social
fitness. Influence in my intermediate and high-level outcomes is more challenging and
necessitate focussed engagement with leaders in the CA and PPCLI chains of command because
that is where the authority to make change reside. All three of my research outputs are important
to decision makers in this sphere and I will need to ensure that they are accessible to the
audiences in Figure 2.
My sphere of interest/indirect influence includes my end-of-project outcomes and
impacts (Belcher, 2019; Vogel, 2012). In this outermost sphere my research will contribute to
improving individual, unit and military community readiness and resilience through my
contribution to CAIPS, specifically social fitness. Although these end-of-project outcomes and
impacts are lofty, I have already had some opportunities to see my project contribute. As a
practitioner, I have been privileged to share results directly with high-level decision makers and
influence ICT-related policy that directly improves social fitness in PPCLI.
Three pathways to my desired project impacts are common throughout the three spheres
of my ToC: individuals, PPCLI units and DND/Military community members and partners.
Developing a ToC early and referencing it often helped me to visualize my change process,
including both bottom-up, peer-to-peer and top-down initiatives, considerations for the
regulative, normative and cognitive institutional pillars, and to understand the path to how my
research could contribute to my desired end-of-project impacts through these pathways. The
Center for Theory of Change (2021) establishes that the benefits of a ToC include its role as a
process framework that helps research stay on track, that ToC enables the documentation of
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lessons learned, assists with transparency and serves as a basis for project reporting. For my
project, the real value of ToC was as an enabling function to plan a high-quality research project
and to select appropriate outputs that aim to contribute to sustained change and that have the
potential to contribute to further change processes.
Portfolio Components
My dissertation by portfolio is made up of the required journal article component and two
elective components. Based on my ToC, my elective components are a policy report, in the form
of a military service paper and digital media content, in the form of an online artefact exhibit. As
depicted in Figure 2, my project outputs were selected and designed for different audiences
relevant to my professional world, described by Pulla and Schissel (2017) as “melding the
professional and the academic” (p.4). These outputs were necessary to achieve my knowledge
transfer plan as different audiences access knowledge differently (Pulla & Schiessel, 2017).
My academic audience is the smallest sub-set of my larger audience and will benefit most
from my peer-reviewed journal article; however, this audience can also benefit from my service
paper which includes extended discussion of research recommendations and my artefact exhibit
which supplements the journal article with additional quotes from the interviews and the photos
from the artefact elicitation.
Although CA leadership is unlikely to read my journal article, they will benefit from
having access to the artefact exhibit while reviewing the service paper. CA senior leaders, all
practitioners, rarely (if ever) consult academic journal articles when making decisions. These
leaders have staffs who prepare read-in materials for them and these products are expected to be
decision-ready: background reviewed, factors analysis complete, recommendations at the end.
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Given the volume of materials that senior leaders need to consider, concise, action-oriented
outputs are appropriate.
The artefact exhibit will connect academics and military decision makers to direct
feedback from the participants and will add depth and participant examples, adding credibility
and a personal connection to the recommendations in the service paper. Kukkonen and Cooper’s
(2019) work on arts-based knowledge translation reinforces what participants shared during my
research process: they felt engaged in the research, that the interviews were very collaborative,
and early feedback suggests that the artefact exhibit as an output is very accessible. The online
artefact exhibit will be published following the defence of my dissertation; however, the content
was shared with the participants, my CA sponsor and The Museum of the Regiments and initial
feedback suggests that the exhibit is accessible and engaging and is successful in sharing the
results of my project with the military community (Kukkonen & Cooper, 2019). Soldiers and
military community members who access the artefact exhibit through The Military Museums
Web Portal or CA/PPCLI social media will have the opportunity to access the other outputs
through the artefact exhibit website if they want more information on my project.
The following sections provide amplifying detail and rationale for selection of each of the
portfolio components.
Required Portfolio Component: Journal Article
I prepared a journal article manuscript for Journal of Military and Strategic Studies for
the required component of my portfolio. The Journal of Military and Strategic Studies is the
open-access, peer-reviewed journal of the Centre for Military, Security and Strategic Studies at
the University of Calgary. I selected this journal for manuscript submission because its articles
are widely read and consulted by Canadian and international military scholars and practitioners.
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This journal regularly publishes on operational readiness issues, which is inline with my research
focus. Journal of Military and Strategic Studies is an independent, open-access journal and
submission guidelines can be accessed online at https://jmss.org/information/authors. The
manuscript was submitted in August 2021. Additionally, this article was prepared with emphasis
on linking the impacts of ICT use on social fitness in PPCLI to operational readiness, a topic of
primary interest to this journal. A copy of my complete journal manuscript submission is in
Appendix D.
Elective Portfolio Components
My elective portfolio components consisted of a service paper and an online artefact
exhibit. Both elective components were presented as part of my research proposal and approved
by my supervisory committee and program head. My elective components are necessary parts of
my knowledge mobilization plan and ToC and were selected to optimize the accessibility of my
research outputs with the CA leadership and the military community (Pulla & Schissel, 2017;
Vogel, 2012). Both of my elective components were created after my data collection was
complete and were produced specifically for my portfolio.
Policy Report: Service Paper
I chose to write a service paper for my policy report elective component. I am the sole
author of this service paper and it will be submitted through my chain of command for
consideration. To ensure that the service paper is accessible, I will submit my completed product
to the Canadian Forces College library where it will be made available online when this
dissertation is approved.
The DND/CAF primarily uses two formats for internal policy communication: briefing
notes and service papers. I selected a service paper as my preferred output because it has a more
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flexible format and can be significantly longer, allowing for a more detailed presentation of my
research findings and associated recommendations. It is notoriously difficult to achieve bottomup change in the CAF, so my service paper will benefit from being presented in conjunction with
my artefact exhibit and the continued reinforcement of my findings through my service in the
CA (Verran, 2021; Schamuhn, 2018). Due to a very recent promotion to Lieutenant-Colonel, I
am now a member of PPCLI Regimental Executive Committee and will be able to ensure that the
contents of my service paper are communicated directly to PPCLI leaders. My service paper is
targeted at regimental and formation level decision makers, but some of my findings may be
more broadly generalizable and these could be shared, via my service paper, outside of 1 CMBG,
3 Cdn Div and the CA headquarters. A complete copy of my service paper is in Appendix E.
Digital Media Content: Artefact Exhibit
I produced an online artefact exhibit as my second elective component based on the
photographs submitted for elicitation during the semi-structured interviews and two quotes were
selected from each interview to be showcased with the artefacts. A quote about the artefact’s
relationship to social fitness and a quote about the opportunities ICTs present to enable social
fitness were selected. The online artefact exhibit was designed to be widely accessible and to
provide an interactive opportunity for the community to share in my research findings (Pulla &
Schissel, 2017; Kukkonen & Cooper, 2019). All the participant imagery collected during my
research is included in the exhibit; every participant that submitted photo(s) was comfortable
with them being shared in my research outputs. Kukkonen and Cooper (2019) note that using
digital technologies in arts-based knowledge translation has the practical advantage of being
easily shared both on and offline without the risk of lessening the meaning or quality of the
images, as they were submitted digitally by my research participants. For the selection of
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interview quotes to accompany the photographs, I purposefully left out negative commentary or
quotes describing the challenges presented by ICTs because those research findings were
presented in the journal article and service paper. Since the audience for the online exhibit will
have no ability to influence the challenges, my focus for this output was to share best practices
and opportunities so that the greater community can benefit from sharing knowledge and
experiences. An important benefit of choosing an online option for the artefact exhibit was the
ability to design multiple pages within the exhibit. In the website design I was able to include an
overview of my research project, the artefact gallery, links to related resources and my other two
research outputs and set up a method for communicating and engaging with the military
community.
The artefact exhibit can be viewed at www.socialfitnessintheppcli.com. The website will
be advertised through the 3rd Cdn Div’s social media, through PPCLI social media and through
The Museum of the Regiments’ Virtual Exhibits gallery. The website will remain active until at
least the summer of 2022 and visitors to the site will be welcome to share their artefacts and
feedback. Anyone wishing to further contribute will be asked to review the informed consent
prior to sharing any artefacts and observations.
I created the web page using the wix.com website builder and had no technical assistance.
I have acknowledged the source of all photographs submitted by my research participants while
protecting their identities. All participants gave permission in their informed consent for the
photos of their artefacts to be used in my research outputs.
Conclusion
It might be ironic that the most accessible output of this research project is an online
artefact exhibit that showcases the positive impacts of ICTs on social fitness in PPCLI when
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ICTs have also been shown to have some negative impacts and present challenges to social
fitness in organizations that have historically relied on in-person relationships and experiences to
build cohesion and readiness.
When I first conceived this project, I was personally more aware of the challenges that
ICTs posed to social fitness than the opportunities they presented. Under the mentorship of my
supervisor, my directed study exposed me to literature that showed research supporting both the
social benefits and the challenges that come with ICTs. The directed study led me to develop an
open-ended research question and create a research proposal that followed a curious qualitative
inquiry to examine the impacts of ICTs on social fitness in PPCLI holistically.
I am very proud of the final outputs of this research. My participants offered nuanced
perspectives that allowed me to appreciate several opportunities and challenges that ICTs and
online sociality present to PPCLI leaders and soldiers. These findings and research outputs have
the potential to improve social fitness and better leverage ICTs to mitigate the challenges
identified.
Project Limitations and Future Opportunities
My research offers important and interesting insights into the impacts of ICTs on social
fitness in PPCLI; however, care needs to be applied if these findings are generalized to other
contexts given the uniqueness of infantry regiments, such as PPCLI, and the small number of
participants in this project. Future studies, including additional cases or another approach, could
augment and support these findings and add even more value to CAIPS as the strategy continues
to be improved and updated. Additionally, this project explored one element of total fitness. A
project aimed at one of the other under-studied components such as familial, emotional or
spiritual fitness would also be very beneficial to CA leadership.
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Following the introduction of CAIPS, a strategic framework was developed in 2019 to
examine Defence Team total health and wellness (Doherty, Knight & Dobreva-Martinova,
2019). This research has the potential to provide a broader connection for CAIPS within CAF
and DND policy. Future research that supports the connection of strategic level guidance to
operational level organizations, such as the CA, Royal Canadian Air Force or Royal Canadian
Navy, could be very beneficial.
The COVID-19 pandemic challenged my plans and required a measure of agility during
this project. Although my research question was developed prior to the pandemic and was not
inspired by physical distancing measures, all serving and retired saw the measures demanded by
the pandemic as a sort of forcing function for investing in LWIs and WLIs that optimize the use
of digital spaces. Participants noted that both the CA and PPCLI have been slow to implement
changes that drive effective use of online spaces, so this area of study could potentially be of
great value to CA leaders.
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Appendix A: CAIPS Social Fitness Continuum
Figure 3. Social Fitness Performance Continuum
Social Fitness Performance Continuum
OPTIMAL
Nurtures new and
established positive
professional relationships
and esprit de corps.

NORMAL
Maintains established
positive professional
relationships and esprit de
corps.

REDUCED
Has few positive
professional relationships
and esprit de corps.

DISTRESSED
Nurtures negative
professional relationships or
refuses to form positive
relationships within the
workplace and has no esprit
de corps.

Nurtures new and
established positive personal
relationships outside the
workplace.

Maintains established
positive personal
relationships outside the
workplace.

Has few positive personal
relationships outside the
workplace.

Nurtures negative personal
relationships outside the
workplace or has no personal
relationships outside the
workplace.

Maintains and encourages
healthy boundaries within
relationships.

Healthy boundaries are
generally maintained, but
unwilling to confront
problems.

Excuses are made to justify
unhealthy boundaries within
relationships.

Abuses/is abused within
relationships, problems carry
over into other relationships,
justifies all actions as
necessary.

Actively contributes and
cooperates with others when
working in a team and has a
positive impact on team
dynamics.

Cooperates with others when
working in a team and
complies with set team
dynamics.

Cooperates only with
selected others when
working in a team and forms
cliques within team.

Does not contribute and
cooperate with others or
attempts to over control
others when working in a
team and erodes team
dynamics.

Resolves conflict effectively
to the mutual satisfaction of
all parties.

Manages conflict, but may
hold resentment that leads to
delayed resolution of
conflict.

Frequent conflict leads to
heightened anxiety over
resolution.

Conflict is the norm;
aggressiveness is the typical
response when conflict is
present.

Actively accesses and
promotes resources when
required.

Has an awareness of
resources, but infrequently
accesses or promotes them
even though there is a need.

Help is regularly rejected
even though there is need.

Denies a need for resources,
unwillingness to seriously
talk about relationships.

Achieves and maintains
work-life balance which
includes planning /
prioritizing regular social
and recreational activities.

Any extra demands cause
brief periods of stress and
limits planning for regular
social and recreational
activities.

Regular daily demands cause
significant stress and limits
participation in social and
recreational activities.

No work-life balance or time
for social and recreational
activities.

Note. From “Mission: Ready – The Canadian Army Integrated Performance Strategy (CAIPS),”
by Canadian Army Doctrine & Training Centre, 2015,
(https://strongproudready.ca/missionready/wp-content/uploads/45001_caips_annex_e_app3_en.pdf). Copyright 2018 Department of National Defence.
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Appendix B: Research Instrument
Impact of ICTs and Social Media Use on Social Fitness Short Answer and Interview Questions
Your Battalion:
Your Rank:

1 PPCLI
Pte-MCpl

2 PPCLI
Sgt-CWO

3 PPCLI
2LtCapt

Maj-LCol

Short Answer (5 Questions)
Short Answer Question 1: How would you describe healthy social fitness and what does it mean to you?

Short Answer Question 2: In your day-to-day experiences, how much does the use of information and communication technologies (ICTs) and/or
social media hinder or support your ability to develop and maintain trusted relationships that are personally fulfilling? Please consider
opportunities and challenges at work and in your personal life.
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Short Answer Question 3: Concerning your inner and outer social circles, describe the role of in-person and online interactions with respect to
how you maintain these relationships. For each group describe how much of your interaction happens in-person vice online. If applicable, please
describe which on-line platforms you use most often.

Inner social circle:

Outer social circle:

Short Answer Question 4: Considering that social fitness is important to many aspects of readiness, resilience and growth, describe how social
activities and relationships (in-person or online) have helped or hindered your ability to manage stress and your exposure to stressors?
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Short Answer Question 5: Are you a member of an on-line community? If so, could you describe the nature of the community, its importance
and whether your participation in this community has impacted your involvement in face-to-face or in-person exchanges?

Any additional comments:
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Semi-Structured Interview Questions – Leadership interviews will consist of part 1 and part 2, junior member interviews
will only consist of part 2.
Part 1: (15 to 30 minutes) – Leadership Interview (only)
1. Review short answer questions and give members the opportunity to elaborate on answers.
a.

Short Answer Possible Review Categories:
i. Participant definition of healthy social fitness if really different from Canadian Army Definition.
ii. Opportunities or challenges of information and communication technology in personal life if answer allows for another question.
iii. Inner and outer social circles if there is a lot of emphasis on the roles of online media in the participant answer.
iv. Possible follow up question on how online media contribute positively or hinder stress management and exposure to stress and
the role it plays in relationship building.

v. Follow up questions about any online communities that members identify if not covered in the answer provided.
2. What is your current understanding of the definition of social fitness?
3. Are you aware of CAIPS or local RRG initiatives?
4. Do you think that this definition is appropriate given your experience? Why or why not?
CAIPS definition of social fitness: social fitness is the ability to maintain a sense of identity and belonging, and to develop and
maintain trusted, valued relationships and friendships that are personally fulfilling.
5. Given this definition, do you think that social fitness is important…
a. At work? Why or why not?
b. Outside of work? Why or why not?
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6. What role do you think social media should play in healthy social fitness as defined by the Canadian Army?
a.

Possible probing questions:
i. In building relationships and friendships that are valued and trusted?
ii. In member’s ability to maintain a sense of belonging?

Part 2: (5 to 30 minutes) – Common to All, Artefact Elicitation Interview
Artefact Description: Artefacts can be brought to the interview or created during the interview. These items should
represent or spark conversation about the opportunities and/or challenges to social fitness created by information and
communication technologies.
1. Review short answer questions and give members the opportunity to elaborate on answers.
a.

Short Answer Possible Review Categories:
i. Participant definition of healthy social fitness if really different from Canadian Army Definition.
ii. Opportunities or challenges of information and communication technology in personal life if answer allows for another question.
iii. Inner and outer social circles if there is a lot of emphasis on the roles of online media in the participant answer.
iv. Possible follow up question on how online media contribute positively or hinder stress management and exposure to stress and
the role it plays in relationship building.

v. Follow up questions about any online communities that members identify if not covered in the answer provided.
2. Does your unit use social media to communicate? If so, how?
3. Why did you choose this artefact? What does this artefact mean to you?
4. How does this artefact relate to ICT use and social relationships for you?
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5. What thoughts would you like to share about the roles of social media (and other online tools) in your social relationships
with…
a. Your spouse or partner?
b. Your family members?
c. Your subordinates at work?
d. Your peers at work?
e. Your superiors at work?
f. Your friends?
g. Members of your in-person communities (neighbours, clubs, associations, sports teams)?
h. Members of online communities (chat rooms, support groups, Facebook groups)?
6. Would you like to share any additional feedback on your use of ICTs or social media?
a.

Possible probing questions:
i. Are there any other social media resources that you commonly use?
ii. If so, what roles do they play and how important are they?

7. Would you like comment any further on any aspect of social fitness or relationships that are impacted by ICTs or social
media?
a.

Possible probing question:
i. This could be related to opportunities or challenges of online social medias or other information and communication
technologies.
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Appendix C: Theory of Change
Figure 4. Research Project Theory of Change
Research Project Theory of Change
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Appendix D: Required Component, Journal Article Manuscript
The Impacts of Information and Communication Technologies on Social Fitness in Princess
Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry: Opportunities and Challenges
Abstract
The impacts of information and communication technologies (ICTs) on wellbeing are
studied extensively in civilian populations, with results proving the opportunities and challenges
these new tools and media present. While armed forces scholars recognize the growing
importance and potential of ICTs, there is little research on how the rank and file use these tools
unofficially. Using work/family border theory and context collapse as theoretical bases, this
paper presents new research on the impacts of ICTs on social fitness, as defined by the Canadian
Army (CA). This project collected data in a Canadian infantry regiment using a two-case method
based on recently retired and serving members. Given the prevalence of ICTs and the importance
of their impacts to military service, this paper presents insights into the opportunities and
challenges ICTs pose to CA social fitness and readiness, and offers ICT-related
recommendations that are useful to organizations beyond the CA.
Keywords: social fitness, Canadian Army Integrated Performance Strategy, information
and communication technologies (ICTs), networked individualism, work/family border theory,
context collapse.
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The Impacts of Information and Communication Technologies on Social Fitness in Princess
Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry: Opportunities and Challenges
Background
In 2015, the Canadian Army (CA) introduced the Integrated Performance Strategy
(CAIPS), referred to as Mission: Ready, to increase soldier readiness and resilience.1 CAIPS
aims to increase operational readiness through six synergistic domains of performance fitness:
physical, intellectual, spiritual, emotional, social and familial.2 Although modern societies and
militaries are digitizing sizable portions of their day-to-day routine business and
communications, CAIPS does not consider the impacts and roles of information and
communication technologies (ICTs) on performance fitness.3
The idea for this project arose in 2015 when 1st Battalion, Princess Patricia’s Canadian
Light Infantry (PPCLI), was preparing to deploy on Canada’s first rotation of Operation
Reassurance in Latvia, which was coincidentally the same time that the CA introduced CAIPS.
After commanding infantry companies on domestic and expeditionary operations, I noticed an
opportunity to learn about the impacts of ICTs on readiness and resilience as I saw firsthand the
benefits and challenges these tools afforded during extended periods of time away from home. I
chose social fitness for this project, defined as “the ability to maintain a sense of identity and
belonging, develop and maintain trusted, valued relationships and friendships that are personally
fulfilling,”4 because my observations as a company commander led me to be confident that

Canadian Army (CA), Mission: Ready – the Canadian army integrated performance strategy (CAIPS),
(Ottawa: DND Canada, 2015).
2
Ibid.
3
Ibid.; Lee Rainie and Barry Wellman, Networked: The new social operating system, (Cambridge: The MIT
Press, 2012); Serhat Burmaoglu and Ozcan Sarıtas, “Changing characteristics of warfare and the future of Military
R&D,” Technological Forecasting and Social Change 116, (2017).
4
CA, Mission: Ready, …, 3.
1
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researching the impacts of ICTs on social fitness would be very helpful in improving future
versions of CAIPS. The results are intended to help soldiers and leaders as they navigate the
opportunities and challenges ICTs present to social fitness and wellbeing.5
Networked Individuals and Work-Life Balance
Canadian society writ large is now accustomed to having access to the internet, mobile
phones and social media, called the triple revolution (TR) by Rainie and Wellman, allowing for
near-continuous online presence and social network access.6 Rainie and Wellman documented
that unfettered access creates a new social operating system which they call networked
individualism.7 Existing literature tends to describe the social impacts of the TR and networked
individualism as either opportunity heavy or challenge heavy;8 however, limited scholarly

Although the focus of this project was on social fitness in an all-volunteer force, rather than a conscripted force,
this paper could be considered as a continuation of the recent line of research started by Stern and Shalom on the
Israeli Defense Force (IDF) that explored social media posts as a daily reprieve to the experiences of military life
with soldiers expressing criticisms and frustrations about service and sharing content concerning rites of passage and
emotional support. It could also be considered as a complimentary project to group cohesion where individual-level
social fitness is linked to the social component of group cohesion which, MacCoun states “refers to the nature and
quality of emotional bonds of friendships, liking, caring, and closeness among group members.” This area of study
has generated much interest due to its relationship to combat performance and motivation. Nehemia Stern and Uzi
Ben Shalom, “Confessions and Tweets: Social media and everyday experience in the Israel Defense Forces,” Armed
Forces & Society 47, no. 2 (2021); Robert MacCoun “What is known about unit cohesion and military
performance,” in Sexual orientation and US military personnel policy: Options and assessment, edited by Bernard
Rostker and Scott Harris, (Santa Monica: RAND, 1993), 291; Leonard Wong, “Combat motivation in today’s
soldiers: US army war college strategic studies institute,” Armed Forces & Society 32, no. 4 (2006); Robert
MacCoun, Elizabeth Kier, and Aaron Belkin, “Does social cohesion determine motivation in combat? An old
question with an old answer,” Armed Forces & Society 32, no. 4 (2006); James Griffith, “Further considerations
concerning the cohesion-performance relation in military settings,” Armed Forces & Society 34, no. 1 (2007): 138147; Guy Siebold, “The essence of military group cohesion,” Armed Forces & Society 33, no. 2 (2007): 286-295.
6
Lee Rainie and Barry Wellman, Networked, …; Lee Rainie and Barry Wellman, “The internet in daily life: The
turn to networked individualism,” in Society & the internet: How networks of information and communication are
changing our lives, edited by Mark Graham and William Dutton, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2019).
7
Lee Rainie and Barry Wellman, Networked, …
8
Ibid.; Kenneth Gergen, “The challenge of absent presence” in Perpetual contact: Mobile communication,
private talk, public performance, edited by James Katz and Mark Aakhus, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2002); Keith Hampton, Lauren Sessions and Eun Ja Her, “Core networks, social isolation, and new media: How
Internet and mobile phone use is related to network size and diversity,” Information, Communication & Society 14,
no. 1 (2011); Sherry Turkle, Reclaiming conversation: The power of talk in a digital age, (Westminister: New
Penguin Books, 2015); Jean Twenge, iGen: Why today's super-connected kids are growing up less rebellious, more
tolerant, less happy--and completely unprepared for adulthood--and what that means for the rest of us, (New York:
5
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research exists on the impacts of workplace digitization and networked individualism on
soldiers’ social wellbeing.
New ICTs changed personal networks from being largely local to defying geographical
boundaries including the postal service, telegraphs, radio broadcasts, wired telephones,
television, satellite phones, and now the TR.9 The argument that media allow for network
connections beyond densely knit and bounded kin-based networks is not new; the TR digitizes
the argument.10 Successful networked individuals balance relationships, off and online,
optimizing the social benefits of both environs.11 Importantly for networked individuals, online
social media activity supplements or provides a gap-filling function to existing in-person
relationships rather than supplanting them .12
Soldiers serving in the CA are networked individuals to varying degrees and experience
social relations differently from those serving before the TR.13 Pre-TR, Canada’s all-volunteer
army was amid an ongoing and long-term opening process in line with Janowitz’ theorizing on
increased societal integration and the need for the citizen-soldier.14 For decades concerns about

Simon and Schuster, 2017); Richard Ling, New tech, new ties: How mobile communication is reshaping social
cohesion, (Cambridge: MIT press, 2010).
9
Barry Wellman, “The community question: The intimate networks of East Yorkers,” American journal of
Sociology 84, no. 5 (1979); Lee Rainie and Barry Wellman, Networked, …
10
Barry Wellman, Anabel Quan-Haase, and Molly-Gloria Harper, “The networked question in the digital era:
How do networked, bounded, and limited individuals connect at different stages in the life course?” Network
Science 8, no. 3 (2020).
11
Lee Rainie and Barry Wellman, Networked, …; Keith Hampton, Lauren Sessions and Eun Ja Her, “Core
networks, social isolation, and new media,” …; Allister Sutcliffe, Jens Binder, and Robin Dunbar, “Activity in
social media and intimacy in social relationships,” Computers in human behavior 85 (2018).
12
Barry Wellman, Anabel Quan-Haase, and Molly-Gloria Harper, “The networked question in the digital era,”
…; Allister Sutcliffe, Jens Binder, and Robin Dunbar, “Activity in social media,” …
13
Walter Schumm, Bruce Bell, Morten G. Ender, and Rose Rice, “Expectations, use, and evaluation of
communication media among deployed peacekeepers,” Armed Forces & Society 30, no. 4 (2004); Sarah Carter, and
Keith Renshaw, “Communication via different media during military deployments and post-deployment relationship
satisfaction,” Military Behavioral Health 4, no. 3 (2016).
14
Morris Janowitz, The professional soldier: A social and political portrait, (New York: Simon and Schuster,
1960).
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military isolation and alienation from society have been forefront, as scholars debate the merits
of greater or lesser military autonomy from civilian democratic authorities.15 In Canada, the
military is subordinate to civilian authority and closely resembles a force of Janowitz’ citizensoldiers resulting in military professionalism and conduct that meet civilian expectations and the
realities of contractual service, vice sheer authority.16 Today ICTs help soldiers address
organizational social isolation by extending face-to-face communication into digital spaces and
providing a convenient link to personal social spheres without geographic constraints.17 Post-TR
recruits expect access to their pre-enrollment social circles and can continue to develop social
relationships beyond the CA, even when training or operations require them to be sequestered.18
Pre-TR, Clark developed work/family border theory to describe the impacts of crossborder interactions on work-life balance and work-family conflict.19 In work/family border
theory, the home and workplace are two separate, bordered domains, there is a borderland in
between and the primary actors are the border-crossers and the border keepers.20 Bordered
domains can be physical, psychological and/or temporal and are areas in which the “domainrelevant behaviour begins and ends”.21 In this theory a person’s feeling of work-life balance is
influenced by border strength, domain-specific identification and the social supports received,
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where work-life balance describes how these roles are successfully integrated so people lead
happy, fulfilling, productive lives.22
Pre-TR work/family border theory recognized a role for technologies in easing border
crossing through life-work-interactions (LWIs) and work-life-interaction (WLIs).23 ICTs make
LWIs and WLIs easier, cheaper, and faster, exacerbating border crossing. Border crossing results
in WLIs described by Korunka and Kubicek as work intensification through boundaryless
conditions, where subordinates, peers and supervisors intrude in soldiers’ personal lives.24 ICTs
speed up communication, decision-action cycles, work outputs and change processes resulting in
ever-higher goals and overall intensification, while removing time/location constraints creating
boundaryless – or borderless – conditions with a range of outcomes including flexibility and
overwork.25
Context collapse describes a by-product of a border-permeable work domain because
ICTs allow for LWI and WLI on commonly available social media platforms, blurring borders
and flattening personal and professional spaces.26 Context collapse can further lead to work
intensification by supporting after-hours and weekend work expectations on multiple use ICTs
and monitoring the same tools on company time.27 ICT users now actively challenge context
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collapse by taking advantage of platform-specific design aspects such as privacy and closed
group settings, personal messaging, and the ability to have multiple and/or fake accounts to keep
social spheres separate and more reflective of offline social context.28 These design aspects,
called affordances, differentiate social media platforms, suggest how platforms might be best
used and provide insight into platform selection for different activities.29
Work/family border theory helps understand ICT-enabled opportunities because
connected soldiers have higher family and life awareness and can engage in more frequent
supportive cross border communications. Considered with context collapse, the theory helps
understand challenges because it suggests that soldiers who are networked individuals
experience flattened and permeable borders on multiple ICT platforms, in work and family/life
domains, a reality they counter by using ICTs with affordances that mitigate context collapse.
Recent research in the Canadian and Swedish Armed Forces concludes that military careers
necessitate diminished work-life balance due to the cross-border demands of the service and that
supports are needed to assist members to balance work and non-work requirements.30 These
studies are consistent with Segal’s work on the military and family as “greedy institutions”,
where both domains vie for loyalty and attention and look to reduce or eliminate competition
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within their borders.31 These studies are important because, few if any, households resemble
army units and barracks, which suggests that prescriptive tactics, including border strengthening
policies such as silent hours, would facilitate work-life balance, an important part of social
fitness.32
Although ICTs create many challenges to work-life balance, they present opportunities
for online sociality and relationship maintenance to improve social fitness in the CA. This study
examines the implications of the TR which allows soldiers to choose to connect to any social
network or group they want, at their convenience, most of the time. This has profound impacts
for an all-volunteer organization with a slow-to-change culture that is challenged by ICTs while
being entrusted to socialize members for war.33
Using a two-case study, I explored these concepts to assess the positive and negative
impacts of ICTs on social fitness in PPCLI. Individual interviews examined how soldiers used
ICTs positively for peer support, relationship maintenance and to communicate and connect
socially. Interviews also examined how ICTs intensified workloads by creating boundaryless
work conditions, set conditions for chains of command (CoCs) to make changes on a whim and
reduced opportunities for unmonitored expression online due to the potential for negative
professional consequences resulting from the activities. Methods, results, discussion,
recommendations, and conclusions about the impacts of ICTs on social fitness are in the next
sections.
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Methods: Two-Case Study
To gain insight into the impacts of ICTs on social fitness in PPCLI, this project used a
two-case study with replication design.34 The cases, retired and serving members of PPCLI, were
chosen because they were predicted to yield comparable results with some minor differences,
strengthening the outcomes of the study.35 Having left the service, retired members offer
perspectives with hindsight and are no longer subject to the influences of daily military culture.
Members in the retired case were expected to share critical feedback more openly, noting that the
research outputs aim to provide recommendations for CA policy change. An overview of the
two-case design and sources of evidence collected is in Table 1.
Table 1 -- Two-case design and sources of evidence
Overarching Context: 3rd Canadian Division / 1st Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group
Two-Case Design and Participants
Case 1: Retired PPCLI Members
Case 2: Serving PPCLI Members
Context: Recently Retired Member of
Context: Serving Members of PPCLI from
PPCLI
the 1, 2 and 3rd Battalions
Pre-Interview Short Answer Questions:
Pre-Interview Short Answer Questions:
Each participant
Each participant
Leadership Interviews:
Leadership Interviews:
 1 x Senior Officer
 2 x Senior Officers
 1 x Senior Non-Commissioned Officer  1 x Senior Non-Commissioned Officer
Junior Member Interviews:
Junior Member Interviews:
 1 x Junior Officer
 2 x Junior Officer
 3 x Non-Commissioned Members
 1 x Non-Commissioned Officer
 1 x Non-Commissioned Member
Total Participants: 7
Total Participants: 6 36
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Case Descriptions
The first case consisted of six recently retired members of PPCLI from each of the three
regular force battalions. Although the recruiting protocols did not include a time cut-off, all
participants had retired within three years of their interview dates. In the first case, the senior
officer and senior non-commissioned officer served with multiple PPCLI battalions, national
schools and other Canadian infantry regiments. The senior officer was experienced at all levels
of unit command, including battalion command and the senior NCO was very experienced,
including a posting as a battalion quartermaster sergeant instructor. The junior officer was a rifle
platoon commander and the non-commissioned members had experience in rifle and combat
support companies in mechanized and light infantry battalions.
The second case consisted of seven serving members of PPCLI in each of the regular
force battalions. As in the first case, the senior participants served across the CA in various roles.
The senior officers were very experienced with one having commissioned from the ranks and
served at every level of unit command and the second having served at all levels of unit
command. The junior officers were platoon commanders, the non-commissioned officer and the
non-commissioned member served in rifle and combat support companies in mechanized and
light infantry battalions, as per the first case.
Data Collection and Analysis
Retired and serving members were canvassed through recruiting posters in units and on
PPCLI regimental social media. Participants volunteered for the study by contacting the
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researcher through phone or email. Participation of serving members was not disclosed to their
CoCs and all identities were kept confidential.37
Data sources in both cases included internally produced documents, short answer
questions and semi-structured interviews, as per Table 1. The interviews were recorded and
transcribed, and participants had the opportunity to review their transcripts prior to data analysis.
Following Burnard’s method, data was analysed thematically, with short answer questions and
interviews being analyzed manually using line-by-line open coding based on initial codes
developed during the literature review and refined during the analysis of the pilot study
interviews.38 After coding a review was conducted, and all codes not related to the research
question were removed from the data set. Next, similar codes were grouped under higher order
headings related to the research question and these codes were verified for accuracy against the
transcripts. Coded sections were sorted electronically for accessibility during the final analysis.
To answer the research question, the higher-order codes were grouped thematically into three
sections: social fitness, ICT use and the impacts of ICTs on social fitness. For each section, a
commentary for the most descriptive data was developed, and the examples were consolidated
into findings to answer the research question.
ICTs Create Opportunities and Present Challenges to Social Fitness
Current CA literature on social fitness does not mention a role for ICTs, although every
member, retired and serving, reported having multiple internet-capable personal ICTs and using
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them regularly for LWIs and WLIs. Given the availability of ICTs in the lives of retired and
serving members of PPCLI, the analyses focussed on assessing how ICTs might improve social
fitness and how identified challenges might be mitigated where possible.
Positive Impacts: ICT Opportunities to Increase Social Fitness
Every participant recognized the opportunities presented by ICTs to increase social
fitness. In both cases social support, relationship maintenance and the ease and ability offered by
ICTs to communicate and connect socially were reported as the most significant opportunities,
although two differences between cases were observed. Retired members provided more
feedback and added emphasis on ICT opportunities to maintain their sense of identity and
belonging and stressed the importance of internet access in the workplace, especially when away
from home for extended periods of time to facilitate LWIs.
Regarding the first difference, retired members emphasized the importance of ICTs in
maintaining their sense of regimental identity and belonging to PPCLI family as a precursor to
providing and receiving social support after retirement. Serving members also indicated that
sense of identity and belonging were important to their social fitness but were less reliant on
ICTs and more reliant on in-person interactions to increase this aspect of their social fitness. This
finding is expected because when members retire, they lose daily in-person access to regimental
social interactions. Reflecting on the continued importance of regimental identity, a retired
member reported, “we’re continually trying to defend the regimental system to people who’ve
never been in it, never served in it, and don't understand the importance of it.” Importantly,
retired members referred to the regiment using “us”, “we” and “our”, noting that although
retired, they continue to see themselves as active members of the regimental system.
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Second, retired members were insistent that Wi-Fi be made available to serving soldiers
in all DND infrastructure to support LWIs. Retired members mentioned that reliable, fast and
free internet access was a significant shortcoming that the military needs to urgently address so
that soldiers can take advantage of the LWI opportunities offered by ICTs. Reflecting on the
importance of access to internet-enabled ICTs, a retired, but young, participant reported,
People will decide, if the military is not a place where I can continue to interact with the
outside world, then I don’t want to be part of that. I think that the military will have a
difficult time creating this kind of environment where people are bonded through
isolation or through instances where they only have access to the people around them.
There are two potential explanations for serving soldiers’ lack of emphasis on available internet
in DND infrastructure. First, soldiers have raised this issue repeatedly through official channels
with no improvements which may lead to acceptance of the status quo. Alternatively, retired
members now work in civilian businesses with access to the internet and they are more keenly
aware of LWI benefits of having internet access in the workplace.
All participants reported the benefits of increased social support made possible by ICTs
from LWI with family, friends and workplace peers who are categorized as best friends, if not
second families, by participants. ICTs connect a readily available safety net that can supply ondemand social support when needed, one participant described closed group chats as,
A safe space where we can all instantly talk, and we didn't really have that before. In
every other medium there is always a chain of command presence unless we get together
on the weekend and hang out. So, it provides a way of always being able to meet and talk
if we need to.
Admission to these closed groups is limited to trusted members of social support circles and
ICTs allow for support across geographic and workplace boundaries. Similarly, ICTs allowed for
members to access family and friends for support with a member reporting,
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Social media has been invaluable for me in keeping in touch with family, the military
rarely has you in a location shared with your extended family. I have been able to be on a
Zoom call with family in three provinces and four different cities at the same time.
Many participants reported that geographically dispersed social support networks were a reality
of moving over the years due to demands of the service and that ICTs helped with social support
over geographic distance.
Online relationship maintenance as a supplement to in-person activities was reported in
both cases as another important opportunity to increase social fitness. All participants used ICTs
to maintain romantic relationships, connections with family, friendships, and social networks
with peers in current and past units. Regarding friendship maintenance, a participant reported,
A core group of us maintain a group chat through text message. While it generally
contains comments about on-going hockey games or one of us making fun of another, it
is also used to share difficult common losses, such as illness or death of friends and
family. This has been invaluable to maintaining these relationships.
Spousal relationship maintenance and involvement with children was a common theme,
emphasized during periods of prolonged absence due to service demands. Members reported
being able to connect with their spouses and children and support them via ICTs, an important
LWI given that time away from home reinforces the borders between the work and family/life
domains. Soldiers reported feeling like they were missing out on fewer life events because they
take part virtually or receive regular family updates through multiple ICT platforms, video chats
like Zoom and Facetime being the most important.
The third significant opportunity was the ease and availability of ICTs for communicating
information and connecting with others socially. Although these two opportunities are slightly
different, participants in both cases routinely blurred the line between them. The ability to share
information and connect regularly with inner and outer social circles via ICTs is essential to
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participants’ social wellbeing. For PPCLI soldiers, blurred boundaries between professional and
personal contexts with co-workers as members of inner and outer social circles is the norm.
Concerning information sharing and social connection a junior officer said,
ICTs have allowed for enhanced communication within my closest network [offering] a
platform where we all have instant communication abilities throughout our workday…It
has also provided a benefit as we have many active work chats which allow for
instantaneous communication of pertinent information.
Participants reported LWIs and WLIs, sharing mixed content through ICTs such as work-related
reference material, contact information and work schedules, interesting news stories, shared
humorous content, and general social updates. Sharing and connecting through ICTs allows
members to invest in social groups and develop their sense of belonging in these groups through
giving and receiving social contributions across work/family borders.
Negative Impacts: ICT Challenges to Social Fitness
Participants in both cases raised concerns about the negative impacts or challenges that
ICTs present to social fitness. Both cases identified boundaryless work, work-related changes on
a whim and professional consequences of online activities as important challenges to social
fitness. For negative impacts, the differences between the cases were that serving participants in
the second case shared more feedback and placed added emphasis on the consequences of
boundaryless work and the lack of consideration given to social fitness as a part of CAIPS.
Senior and junior serving members emphasized the negative consequences of ICTenabled boundaryless work as a WLI more than retired members. First, serving members are
experiencing work/family border conflicts because they work a full day and then experience the
boundaryless challenges ICT-enabled intrusions for work purposes during evening and weekend
silent hours. Also, ICT use is ever increasing and there are remarkable differences every year so
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a few years from retirement could make a difference. Finally, COVID-19 was a forcing function
for digital space use to respect physical distancing measures, serving members, particularly those
in leadership roles, are experiencing increased WLIs and an expectation that they are available to
work from home on a near-constant basis.
Serving members spoke more readily about CAIPS and the Mission: Ready components
of the total fitness performance strategy. This difference between cases is likely because CAIPS
was introduced in 2015, as many retired participants were leaving the CA. Serving members
were in a better position to provide CAIPS feedback, noting that their CoCs were focussing on
the physical and intellectual components of CAIPS, while ignoring the other four components.
All participants in both cases reported the negative impacts of ICT-enabled boundaryless
work. Participants readily acknowledged that, “when guys [sic] join the army, you’re joining the
army to serve the country and do your job as a soldier. Which makes it your obligated priority, so
your family has to understand.” But at the same time, they reported that WLIs such as routine
communications through the evenings and weekends were in direct competition with their social
obligations to family and friends, including military social activities. Participants were aware of
the challenges, but only offered the solution of working harder to meet demands, “we see less
time being spent with families or even when they’re at home they’re doing military work on their
computer at home or on their BlackBerry. So, it is diminishing the personal side of that work-life
balance.” Senior members reported that their CoCs expected them to work from multiple
platforms including issued laptops, issued smartphones and personal home computers during
silent hours. Interestingly, junior members also reported that there is an expectation for them to
use personal ICTs and social media for work after-hours and that there is an expectation that they
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are instantaneously contactable after-hours. After-hours WLIs and boundaryless work
expectations are spreading beyond senior circles to junior members.
ICTs facilitate the ability to make and communicate changes quickly and most
participants perceived that their CoCs make changes on a whim without considering the
consequences. One participant reported,
Even when staff work is done, just the ability to say, “OK I want to change that.”
Whereas before when, and I'm going to date myself, when these orders were handwritten
or typewritten and they came out, there was no changes. There was proper analysis before
the orders were issued. And then people understood at that point, the commander’s intent,
right up to the army commander, you made sure that orders were issued all the way down
through the chain, right down to the private, that met the commander’s intent. Now I
think we've lost that because of the reliance on these [ICTs]. We have the ability to just
make a snap decision which ends up changing all of the staff work like a domino effect.
So, that’s probably one of the biggest concerns I see is actually the top-down portion
rather than the bottom-up. If troops have cell phones, there is an effect, but if staff at the
army level and down through the division, through the brigades, have such a reliance on
instant communication processes that they believe they can just be changing things at a
whim, it is damaging.
In both cases, the most damaging changes included frequent, sometimes monthly, changes to
staffing structures such as orders of battle down to section-level, in-year changes to foundational
documents such as operating plans and managed readiness plans, and changes to resource
allocations. These changes are particularly negative because leaders use these documents for
long-term planning and communication of organizational priorities. Participants reported that the
ease and speed of making changes, made possible by ICTs, are the principal reason for making
frequent changes without fully understanding the consequences or ensuring that the resources are
in place to effect and manage the changes properly.
Finally, the potential for negative professional consequences of online activities
considered to be unprofessional were well known by all members. Any public online space is
regarded as an extension of the workplace and members reported being careful about how and
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what they posted online, aware of the context collapse that flattens online audiences on social
media. Knowing that anything posted online could make it back to their CoCs, participants
caution extended to political commentary, inappropriate (dubbed “not safe for work” or NSFW)
language/content and any negative commentary about CAF-related content. Members in both
cases reported being conscious of rank and position in online spaces and developing sets of
unofficial rules of engagement for different platforms. To negotiate online spaces, soldiers are
developing workarounds as one participant reports, “what’s kind of started to happen is there are
strict work business chats and then there’s informal chats without higher up CoC. It's starting to
naturally, kind of, separate.” Additionally, all members were aware of security concerns
associated with using ICTs professionally and personally. Participants accept professional and
personal risks associated with online activities because of the importance of ICTs, with many
stating there is no option to opt out and that online access is essential.
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to examine the impacts of ICTs on social fitness in a
Canadian infantry regiment. Given their use of ICTs, all participants could be classified as
networked individuals to varying degrees and all experienced opportunities and challenges to
social fitness because of their ICT use. Although helpful, work/family border theory alone does
not describe the complexity of the impacts of ICTs on social fitness in the CA. Context collapse
and platform affordances help understand the findings alongside work/family border theory as
ICTs digitize border-crossing. The next sections discuss results consistent with existing literature
and then some results that add insights, respectively.
Work/Family Border Theory and Context Collapse
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The results suggest that work/family border theory describes why ICT-assisted LWIs
create opportunities to provide supports, build and maintain relationships and help
communications and social connections; all contributing to work-life balance.39 As per de Wet
and Koekemoer’s findings that employees use ICTs during work hours for personal growth and
social communication, this study found that LWIs through ICTs had positive effects on social
wellbeing and led to better work-life balance, most importantly when soldiers are away from
home on courses, exercises, and deployments.40 For many soldiers, ICT-enabled LWIs are
essential to relationship maintenance, and thus social fitness, during extended periods of time
away from home.
Work/family border theory also describes why ICT-supported interconnectedness creates
WLIs that challenge work-life balance with a social requirement of the TR being that people are
always connected and accessible.41 This social requirement is exacerbated in a greedy institution,
like the CA, where soldiers and leaders are expected to meet the demands of the service during
normal working hours and are experiencing work intensification through WLIs after-hours and
during weekends on issued and personal devices.42 This project confirms that Segal’s findings on
greedy institutions are relevant to the CA today with members discussing the demands of the
service and putting the needs of the service ahead of family and their own, regardless of the
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demands.43 Work intensification, resulting from greedy and boundaryless work conditions, is the
most pressing ICT-related social fitness challenge faced by PPCLI leaders today.44
The potential for negative professional consequences resulting from online activities was
important to leaders but was the most pressing concern for many junior soldiers due to different
after-hours work expectations. Insights into the challenge of professional consequences of online
activities on commonly available ICT platforms are possible when context collapse is applied to
participants’ responses.45 Along the lines of Marwick and boyd’s and Costa’s observations, and
nested within the idea of WLI and LWI across work and family/life borders, participants
reported flattened/obscured borders as very problematic and were regularly developing strategies
such as private groups, fake profiles, and unofficial rules of engagement (ROEs), to re-establish
offline social context borders in online spaces by leveraging platform affordances.46 It is possible
that soldiers’ perspectives on the importance of this challenge are influenced by work
intensification, status as networked individuals and positions in the organization. First, PPCLI
soldiers suffer less from ICT-enabled work intensification because they are not issued ICTs for
after-hours work. Second, consistent with Wellman, Haase and Harper’s findings that younger
Canadian adults use more ICTs and have more diversified personal networks, the soldiers
interviewed tended to be younger than the leaders and reported significant and varied use of
multiple ICT platforms.47 These platforms have affordances with the potential for negative
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professional outcomes, collapsing multiple contexts. Finally, PPCLI leaders were less willing to
take risks online, likely due to their organizational status.
Related, But Different: Changes on a Whim
The challenge of changes on a whim can be partially understood by work/family border
theory and context collapse, though there are gaps in explaining this finding. Changes on a whim
are related to Korunka and Kubicek’s intensified and boundaryless job demands following
digitizing trends, where PPCLI leaders and soldiers have elaborated on last minute and nearcontinuous changes that ripple through the CA work environment exacerbating the negative
consequences of border permeations and borderless work.48 ICTs enable the CA to increasingly
demand around-the-clock dedication and work outputs from serving members, they are at an
elevated risk of experiencing the negative consequences of ICT-leveraged boundaryless work.
Almost mandated context collapse is another consequence of changes on a whim closely
related to the always connected social requirement of networked individualism.49 As military and
personal social circles heavily overlap, when a message needs to be passed quickly, multiplatform personal ICTs are used to over communicate, resulting in almost mandated context
collapse.50 From a CA perspective, this results in CoCs improperly prioritizing routine and timesensitive communications and communicating delicate changes on multi-use platforms that
collapse contexts and come off as cold and unresponsive to soldiers’ needs. A good example,
raised many times in this project, was the use of several different social media platforms to
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communicate changes to organizational structures that hurt members’ sense of belonging and
responsibility and left junior leaders and soldiers feeling like outsiders in their organizations.
Finally, another military implication of changes on a whim goes beyond work-life
balance and deeply affects CA culture. Not directly reported by participants in this study, there is
a saying in the CA, “Plan early? Plan twice!” Although inevitable changes to the situation
undoubtedly require changes to the plan, the cascading effects of perceived changes on a whim
are slowly changing CA culture to the point where what leadership once considered overwork is
now the norm for most echelons of the force. The after-hours overwork that agile forces require
when operationally necessary, has become disorganized, unplanned and steady state even in
garrison. This last point is closely related to the findings in a recent RAND report that aims to
reduce time burdens on company-level leaders in the US Army.51 The RAND report addresses
overtasking by higher echelons, a concept that many leaders at all levels raised during this
project and that is often the product of and the cause of further changes on whim.
Leveraging Opportunities and Mitigating Challenges
Drawing on the results and discussion, these recommendations aim to assist the CA to
strengthen social fitness and rectify current ICT-specific omissions in CAIPS. Leaders and
advisors in other organizations may find that some of these recommendations are worth pursuing
in their organizations, assisted by further research to ensure appropriateness.
First, in agreement with literature on networked individualism and ICT use in WLI and
LWI, fast, reliable, free Wi-Fi should be available for unmonitored use in all military

Lisa Saum-Manning, Tracy Krueger, Matthew Lewis, Erin Leidy, Tetsuhiro Yamada, Rick Eden, Andrew
Lewis, Ada Cotto, Ryan Haberman, Robert Dion, Stacy Moore, Michael Shurkin & Michael Lerario, Reducing the
time burdens of Army company leaders, (Santa Monica: RAND Corporation, 2019).
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infrastructure.52 Today’s soldiers and leaders are networked individuals, and they need access to
the internet to successfully take part in social networks and positive LWIs. This recommendation
agrees with Okros’ recent work on digital post-millennials, where this cohort has embraced ICTs
and reported that ICTs and online sociality are increasingly integrated in their social processes.53
Supplying Wi-Fi needs clear boundaries, rules and training to address internet-related security
and conduct concerns, an issue discussed by Svete and Juvan in their work with the Slovenian
Armed Forces.54
Second, given the regularity PPCLI members use ICTs to access social media and
networks, the CAF should give consideration to investing in official military social media to
make work-related content more accessible and to ensure that official sites have affordances that
are conducive to official policy. Investments need to start with a review and update of current
policies, which most serving members currently circumvent or avoid, and need to follow with
improved functionality and capabilities offered through these social media sites. Professional
development for everyone on proper ICT use and expectations of subordinates’ use during silent
hours is required. An investment would pay dividends especially concerning access and content
for retired members and families who routinely use ICTs to maintain regimental connections. For
some, these supports take on lifeline-like characteristics before and after retirement.
Third, concerns raised about ICT-enabled boundaryless work and WLI leading to work
intensification are like those described by Korunka and Kubicek and Ollier-Malaterre et al. and
should be addressed at once as they could seriously harm soldiers’ and leaders’ social fitness by
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degrading work-life balance and relationships beyond the work domain.55 The demands of the
service are rigorous, if not greedy, and soldiers require time when they can turn ‘off’. Always
being ‘on’ can have short and long-term negative effects on soldiers’ social fitness. To address
this issue CoCs can establish and follow clear guidelines concerning after-hours boundaries
where possible given service demands and they can review terms of reference to ensure that
assigned duties can be completed within boundaries. As the demands of military service can be
quite different than those of family life, stronger borders, supported by policies and platform
affordances that protect after-hours and weekend time would help work-life balance.56
Fourth, soldiers and leaders need staffing and structural stability to build senses of
identity and belonging and to develop relationships that are essential to social fitness. Reported
with “changes on a whim”, staffing changes should only be made when necessary and CoCs
should adopt “come as you are” (CAYA) structures rather than frequently reorganizing
personnel. Although CAYA structures may sacrifice ideal positional ranks and qualifications,
they continue to build and leverage social fitness dividends. As CA force generation (FG)
structures do not match force employment (FE) structures, many social fitness and cohesive
benefits gained during FG are lost on domestic and expeditionary FE.
Fifth, erosion of version control and multiple changes to official foundational documents
need to be avoided due to the cascading nature of work and subsequent WLIs they produce down
the CoC. Analog-digital processes need to be optimized to prevent positional workloads from
increasing because ICTs allow for quick changes to be made digitally without considering the
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backend and/or downstream work needed to effect the changes. Only carefully considered,
deliberate, and appropriately resourced changes should be made. This will go a long way to
reversing the “Plan early? Plan twice!” last-minute mindset developing with the CA.
Lastly, this project found that CA CoCs are most comfortable addressing the physical and
intellectual components of CAIPS. Participants reported a lack of emphasis on the social,
emotional, spiritual and familial components, which is not surprising as these areas are not
explicitly linked to collective and individual battle task standards or the current personnel
evaluation system in same way as physical and intellectual fitness. If CA leadership is serious
about implementing CAIPS, then professional development on program implementation
initiatives for social, emotional, spiritual and familial fitness are required.
Conclusions, Limitations and Future Research
The opportunities and challenges ICTs pose to social fitness from the perspectives of
retired and serving members of PPCLI are important because the CA, like many other modern
militaries, is headed for more digitization, not less, and this will affect soldiers professionally
and personally.57 The CA has not fully understood the realities of the TR and is missing out on
some of the most important opportunities it enables. Most telling perhaps, was that the first
participant to give an interview for this project, and many who followed, made it clear that if
PPCLI, CA and CAF are not places where they can continue to have LWIs with their social
networks, then it is not a place where they would like to make their careers or futures. With an
all-volunteer force and plenty of competition for society’s best and brightest, militaries should
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consider the impacts of ICTs on social fitness, operational readiness and retention, and plan to
leverage opportunities and mitigate challenges.
While important insights on the impacts of ICTs on social fitness in PPCLI are presented,
care should be taken in seeking to generalize these finding to other contexts given the unique
nature of infantry regiments and the small number of participants in this study. A two-case study
allowed for replication design while providing valuable insights into the views of serving and
recently retired members who had the ability to reflect on their service and provide observations
with a measure of hindsight applied. Future studies, either in the form of additional cases or
another approach, could be used to augment and support these findings.
Finally, the COVID-19 pandemic provided an unplanned backdrop during data collection
for this project. Although not tied to the research question, all serving and retired Patricias
identified the physical distancing measures demanded by the pandemic to protect individual
health and safety as a rationale for investing in LWIs and WLIs that optimize the use of digital
spaces. As participants noted that the CA and PPCLI were slow to implement changes that
impact effective use of online spaces, this area of study could potentially be of great value.
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SMART PHONES ARE HERE TO STAY: THE IMPACTS OF INFORMATION AND
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY ON SOCIAL FITNESS IN PPCLI
People and institutions now exist in information and communication ecologies that are strikingly
different than the ones that existed just a generation ago. People’s relationships remain strong –
but they are networked. To be sure, neighbors and neighborhoods still exist, but they occupy a
smaller portion of people’s lives. It is hard to borrow a cup of sugar from a Facebook friend 1,000
miles away, but it has become easier to socialize, get advice, and exchange emotional support at
any distance.
- Lee Rainie and Barry Wellman, Networked: The New Social Operating System

AIM
1.
The aim of this service paper is to discuss the positive and negative impacts of
information and communication technologies (ICTs) on social fitness in Princess Patricia’s
Canadian Light Infantry (PPCLI). The data analyzed in support of this paper was collected as
part of doctoral student research and is not intended to be generalizable to the Canadian Army
(CA); however, leaders outside PPCLI may find the concepts discussed and the
recommendations herein useful.
2.
The importance of social fitness in solider wellness is stated, a short review of the
relevant CA policies and academic literature is presented, the positive, negative and neutral
impacts of ICTs on social fitness in PPCLI is discussed and recommendations focussed on
sustaining and leveraging positive impacts and mitigating or eliminating negative impacts are
presented.
INTRODUCTION
3.
The Canadian Army Integrated Performance Strategy (CAIPS) defines social fitness as
“the ability to maintain a sense of identity and belonging, develop and maintain trusted, valued
relationships and friendships that are personally fulfilling.”58 By investing in each component of
the health and fitness-based culture identified in CAIPS, the Canadian Army (CA), in which
PPCLI serves, aims to increase soldier readiness and resilience.59 Healthy or optimal social
fitness contributes to readiness and resilience by establishing a supportive environment with
good team cohesion and encouraging a sense of identity and belonging that can endure
challenging situations.60
4.
ICTs and online sociality challenge traditional ideas of social fitness and create new
opportunities and spaces for people to interact.61 Leading scholars of online social networks and
sociality, Lee Rainie and Barry Wellman, argue that personal ICTs, the ability to connect to the
58
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internet and the rise of social networking - dubbed the Triple Revolution - has created a new
social operating system of networked individuals.62 This social operating system comes with
both opportunities and pitfalls, but it is here to stay and current trends indicate that society is
moving ever towards increased digital connectivity. 63 One characteristic of the Triple Revolution
is what University of Texas at Arlington researcher Ben Agger called “a kind of ‘iTime’ that
challenges the pre-internet boundaries between public and private, day and night, work and
leisure, space and time.”64 This concept is very similar to the idea of boundaryless work,
explained by Austrian psychologists Bettina Kubicek and Christian Korunka as a well
documented challenge to health and well-being with workplace duties blending into leisure time,
instead of the other way around.65 In iTime and boundaryless work, networked individuals are
perpetually connected to and reachable by their professional and personal networks, which can
also be increasingly blurred.
5.
This service paper contends that members of PPCLI are currently experiencing the Triple
Revolution and are networked individuals through CA digitization, the introduction of issued
smart phones and by the same practices that the rest of society adopted in the new social
operating system. The new social operating system comes with opportunities and challenges, and
new research shows that younger adults are more likely to be networked individuals,66 further
behoving organizations like PPCLI who value the social components of leadership to change and
thrive in the new operating system.
6.
Having introduced relevant concepts from current academic literature, this paper will
now discuss positive, negative and neutral impacts of ICTs on social fitness in PPCLI and
provide some recommendations on how the positive impacts can be leveraged and how the
negative impacts can be mitigated. 67 The research that informs this service paper was approved
by Director General Military Personnel Research and Analysis through the Social Science
Research Review Board in accordance with DAOD 5062. The approval reference is 1887/19F.68
An overview of the methodology used in the study supporting this service paper is presented in
Annex A.
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DISCUSSION
7.
The research that informs this service paper found that the most significant positive
impacts of ICTs on social fitness in PPCLI were peer support, relationship maintenance and the
ability to connect and communicate, while the most significant negative impacts were
boundaryless work resulting in iTime, changes perceived to be on a whim and the professional
consequences of online activities. Interestingly, two significant impacts were described as neither
positive nor negative. Participants reported that they have developed an unofficial set of rules of
engagement (ROE) for ICT exchanges and that they remain rank and position conscious in all
online spaces.
Positive Impacts, ICT Opportunities
8.
Peer Support. Participants reported that ICTs enable on-call peer support in a trusted
space where they feel confident to both receive and provide support to others, resulting in
feelings of increased acceptance and belonging in their social circles, with one participant
reporting that “[private social media groups] allow us to stay in touch with each other and then if
somebody is having a hard time it's actually voiced there because it's a place where they know
they're not going to be judged.”69 Members reported the importance of their friends, families and
PPCLI parent organizations in their social networks both in-person and on multiple online
platforms. This positively impacts social fitness by contributing to a member’s sense of
belonging and maintenance of relationships that are personally fulfilling.
9.
Relationship Maintenance. The Triple Revolution has positively impacted participants’
ability to maintain trusted and valued relationships over distance and beyond their in-person
groups. ICTs allow members to connect and communicate socially with ease, allowing them to
engage regularly with those in their inner and outer circles. Participants also reported the benefit
of ICTs in enabling communication with geographically distributed social networks, as military
members are regularly moved in the annual posting season and are often away from home on
long-term exercises, support to courses and training events or operations. One member
described,
Much of my inner circle is in different provinces. The result of
various postings over the years. A core group of us maintain a
group chat through text message. While it generally contains
comments about on-going hockey games or one of us making fun
of another, it is also used to share difficult common losses, such as
illness or death of friends and family. This has been invaluable to
maintaining these relationships.70
ICTs allow members to be active participants in their social groups regardless of where they are
in the world. Finally, participants reported that ICTs allow them to connect beyond the in-person
group, positively impacting their level of social support as required.
69
70
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10.
Communicating Information and Connecting Socially. All participants reported the
benefits and positive impacts of ICTs for communicating information and connecting socially
and emotionally within their inner and outer social circles and deemed both aspects as essential
to their well-being. The role of ICTs in information communication and access was reported as
necessary in both professional and personal contexts by participants, with one member reporting
“ICTs have allowed for enhanced communication within my closest network [offering] a
platform where we all have instant communication abilities throughout our workday…It’s also
provided a benefit as we have many active work chats which allow for instantaneous
communication of pertinent information.”71 Through their personal and professional social
networks, which are often entwined, members access professional reference material, contact
information and schedules, but also access news, humorous content, and social updates. Social
fitness is impacted positively as a Patricia’s sense of belonging and ability to develop and
maintain trusted and valued relationships is increased. Through various social media, members
give and receive information, attention, and empathy, and are constantly developing their sense
of belonging and investing in relationships.
Negative Impacts, ICT Challenges
11.
Boundaryless Work and iTime. Participants reported that ICTs have a negative impact on
work-life balance and that they contribute to ever-increasing work tempo. The boundaryless
demands between soldiers’ personal and professional lives, further aided by iTime is blurred for
soldiers and leaders in PPCLI owing to the demands of the service. However, issued
BlackBerries and now ICTs in general, are reported to have a negative impact on social fitness
because they create strain in a member’s sense of identity, forcing a choice between values and
commitments to friends and family and work. In the extreme, ICTs can have a negative impact
on a member’s ability to develop trusted and valued relationships. One participant reported,
I would say that the increased usage of ICTs has impacted
negatively on managing stress and avoiding stressors. With the use
of WhatsApp groups to communicate information that would have,
in the past, been delivered in-person, means that there is never a
time where I am switched off, or 100% able to focus my time and
energy to other things, such as spending time with my kids. Getting
a WhatsApp text on Saturday afternoon in a work group chat,
means that I have to process that information in the present.
Additionally, I likely will have to be responsive to notifications
coming in all day, as other members of the group respond as well.72
Patricias in leadership positions reported regularly working 10 to 11 hour days in garrison due to
filled email inboxes that can only be addressed before or after the regular workday due to
competing duties. These participants also reported regularly engaging on professional matters
after hours through the week and over the weekend on their issued smart phones, remote access
71
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computers and personal ICTs. Out of necessity, participants reported that they regularly engage
in personal activities through the workday to complete essential administration and try to achieve
work-life balance.
12.
Changes Perceived To Be On A Whim. ICTs also enable changes to be made on what
participants perceived to be a whim. Because electronic documents can be changed quickly and
with minimal effort, orders of battle (ORBATs), orders, directives, and policies, are perceived to
be changed quickly and without evaluating the consequences of the changes. One participant
stated,
One of the things that bothers me is that I think we move guys and
girls around way too casually. So, in that three-month period that I
wasn’t at work [due to the pandemic], the battalion re-organized
itself at least three times. It is important to sort of have this
cohesive team that's all in step and when there's no guarantee that
you're going to have the same people in your platoon next week as
you do this week, that's a challenge for me, and I especially see it
though, with the guys, it definitely has an affect on morale because
guys are like…they don’t want to have a sense of attachment to an
organization or sub-unit that they are not going to be part of three
weeks from now.73
Patricias reported that changes of this nature negatively impact their sense of identity and sense
of belonging and can also contribute to significant additional workload, further straining worklife balance. Specifically, PPCLI units change ORBATs multiple times per year, seeing soldiers
regularly moved around and scarcely knowing their subordinates, peers and chains of command.
One participant referred to this practice as the routine “shuffling of the deck”, implying that
soldiers are cards that get randomly delt out to sub-units. This impedes the development of
shared meaning, commitment, and goals, and negatively impacts acceptance as a member of the
group. Additionally, multiple versions of orders and policies are circulated, with leaders unable
to keep up with changes, leaving them with ever growing “to do” lists and unable to keep up
with the digital workload. Often, this means leaders are working at their computers, rather than
working in-person with their subordinate soldiers and challenging their ability to develop
cohesive groups.
13.
Professional Consequences of Online Activities. All members reported an awareness of
the potential for professional consequences resulting from online activities, with one member
reporting “there's a ton of other people who I see post stuff and I'm like, oooh I don't know if you
should post that…I'm talking more so about like anything would change peoples’ opinions on
you based on what you are doing in your personal life.”74 Most also reported a knowledge of, or
participation in, unseen or hidden online social networks. These online networks do not reflect
in-person social networks, current professional ORBATs, expected social and ethical norms of
the military profession and have the potential to negatively impact social fitness. Behaviour
73
74
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deemed to be militarily unprofessional and unacceptable, rumour mills, circumvention of the
chain of command and direct lines to operational theatres were predominant themes, all
challenging sense of identity and belonging for participants, specifically through challenges to
values, beliefs, commitments, and negative attention given to and received from others.
Neutral Impacts
14.
Unofficial ROEs. The development of unofficial ROEs is interesting because participants
of different age groups reported different behaviour norms in their online practices, which is
consistent with recent findings that indicate that younger adults are more likely to networked
individuals.75 Younger members reported using multiple online platforms to effectively leverage
multiple overlapping networks while older and more senior participants reported limited use of
basic and DND-issued ICT tools. Platform-specific ROEs, such as who can use certain platforms
for certain types of communication needs, were developed informally and seem to be respected
by both groups.
15.
Rank and Position Consciousness. Participants indicated that although the ICTs they use
are not seen as part of the workplace, they are an extension of the workplace and as a result, they
are very conscious of rank and position. Participants were all aware that any behaviour online or
on ICT platforms is not only a direct reflection on themselves, but also on the Regiment and
potentially the DND.76
CONCLUSION
16.
Most of the concepts discussed herein will be intuitive to many, if not all, PPCLI leaders.
Leaders live the impacts of ICTs on social fitness and both Canadian doctrine and research
outside the military indicates that the CA and society are headed for increased digitization. The
focus of the research that enabled this paper was primarily on personal ICTs and participants
spoke directly and indirectly about the savvy use of these devices, their applications, the roles
played in their senses of identity and belonging, and in their development and maintenance of
trusted and valued relationships.
17.
PPCLI cannot afford to ignore the positive benefits of the Triple Revolution and its
consequences. Recalling the opening epigraph and limitations of ICTs, members of PPCLI can
only borrow sugar from their in-person support networks; however, networked individuals have
an easier time socializing, getting and giving support, and developing and maintaining
relationships over distance. ICTs may also make contacting neighbours easier when the need for
sugar arises.
75

Barry Wellman, Anabel Quan-Haase, and Molly-Gloria Harper, “The networked question in the digital era:
How do networked, bounded, and limited individuals connect at different stages in the life course?” Network
Science 8, no. 3 (2020): 291-312.
76
More research would be required, but this area of study could potentially be interesting and important. If
every online space is an extension of the professional work environment, then soldiers will look for strategies to
use these spaces in a way that cannot connect them back to the service. Research participants did admit to using
and knowing of others who use fake identities online. They also admitted using strategies that are more
voyeuristic and less participatory in order to be compliant with current policy.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
18.
The recommendations presented are aimed at improving social fitness in PPCLI based on
data collected from members currently serving in the three battalions, although many participants
served in CA units across the country. The recommendations are limited as data was collected
from volunteers, interaction was done electronically due to COVID-19 force health protection
measures and data collection was limited to summer 2020. Despite these limitations, excellent
feedback was received from PPCLI leaders and soldiers who are invested CAIPS and improving
social fitness.
19.
Peer Support. Given the important role of ICTs as a tool to enable peer support, consider
the following:
a.

Removing ICT access needs to be a deliberate decision where the advantages and
disadvantages are considered. All participants were aware of the potential security
risks and understood removing access in situations where operational
requirements dictate; however, many reported having access denied when there
was no mission-specific training requirement, operational or security risk; and

b.

Many senior leaders are not leveraging the full potential of ICTs and they can
miss opportunities to give and receive peer support, and to ensure their
subordinate soldiers are able leverage ICTs to do the same. Some also
misunderstand how their subordinates are using personal ICTs and the role they
play in peer support. Senior leaders are encouraged to review literature on the
benefits of ICTs and develop use policy that leverages and protects positive
impacts and opportunities.77

20.
Relationship Maintenance. Due to postings, tasks, exercises and deployments, members
reported being frequently separated from friends and family. To better enable PPCLI soldiers to
maintain relationships, consideration should be given to providing free high-speed internet
access at all work locations. Given that not all use of ICTs contributes to relationship
maintenance, clear guidelines on acceptable use of ICTs during work hours need to be
established.
21.
Communicating Information and Connecting Socially. Due to the requirements of the
service, the Triple Revolution, boundaryless work and iTime, soldiers and leaders in PPCLI
blend their professional and personal lives together. To improve information communication and
social connections, consider the following:
a.

77

Improvements to digital access to all work products is urgently required as
soldiers use their personal ICTs to access content to support the conduct of their

As many senior leaders are prolific readers, consideration should be given to including Lee Rainie and Barry
Wellman’s Networked: The new social operating system to professional reading lists.
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professional duties.78 From participant feedback, this issue is not fully understood
by senior leaders because they are resourced with issued smart phones and remote
access computers. Junior members reported that they have difficulty accessing
required materials; and
b.

PPCLI unit social media is either not effective or not used. Participants reported
that there are many options: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and WhatsApp,79 but
that none are optimized to communicate information.

22.
Boundaryless work and iTime. The new social operating system of networked individuals
comes with many opportunities to “socialize, get advice, and exchange emotional support at any
distance.”80 However, to avoid the negative impacts of iTime and support an improved work-life
balance, the following should be considered:
a.

Purposeful review of which unit members are issued smart phones and remote
access computers, and clear communication of the monitoring and responsiveness
expectations to these ICTs;

b.

Review and direction on the concept of Silent Hours is required. Silent Hours are
currently problematic because they are not followed for good reasons, or they are
followed in terms of sending emails, but members continue to work through
Silent Hours. Leaders often put emails on delayed send and bombard subordinates
and colleagues at the beginning of the day, creating a backlog of work before the
workday begins; and

c.

Review staffing and terms of reference for personnel who are unable to maintain
acceptable work-life balance. PPCLI leaders know their subordinates and know
which people are over-worked. Work-life balance is different for everyone given
the diversity of personal lives in the Regiment, but there is room for improvement
in terms of how demanding positions are staffed and resourced.

23.
Changes Perceived To Be On A Whim. True or not, members reported that changes in
their units happen on a whim due to the ease of making electronic changes. The following should
be considered:
a.
78

ORBATs should only be changed when absolutely necessary, and these criteria
should be communicated to soldiers. Commanders should explain the changes to

Soldiers without issued smart phones and DVPNI computers regularly use their personal ICTs to access
lesson plans, reference material for training, military doctrine, online course material, and to communicate with
subordinates, peers, their chain of command, centres of excellence and CA subject matter experts.
79
Many senior leaders are familiar with Facebook; however, participants reported many different social media
platforms currently in use. The platform selected is very likely of secondary importance to the need to better use
ICTs and online media. PPCLI soldiers and leaders are connecting to social media on a daily (if not hourly)
basis and there is an opportunity to improve how this space is used.
80
Lee Rainie and Barry Wellman, Networked: The new social operating system, (Cambridge: The MIT Press,
2012), 255.
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their units as soldiers, junior leaders and senior leaders reported the detrimental
effects of ORBAT changes on their social fitness;
b.

Come as you are (CAYA) structures should be maintained during training and
operations. Training and deploying alongside trusted others is essential to
developing optimal social fitness; and

c.

Minimum staffing thresholds need to be determined for each of the battalions as
every participant indicated that lack of centre of gravity ranks and leaders (MCplWO and Lt-Capt) in their unit was destructive to cohesion, contributing
negatively to sense of belonging and to the development of trusted and valued
relationships.

24.
Professional Consequences of Online Activities. Members indicated a clear
understanding of the possible professional consequences of online activities deemed to be
unacceptable by policy extant in the service. Units should continue to deliver the existing
training packages concerning appropriate online conduct as members reported they are effective.
Units should ensure that members clearly understand that activities done online under an alias
are still subject to all applicable defence policies.
25.
Unofficial ROEs. Participants reported that they do not see a need to formalize the
unofficial ROEs they have developed in their use of ICTs. This in an area to be aware of because
presently the unofficial ROEs have developed as an extension of existing policy. There is the
potential for problems in the future if unofficial ROEs deviate from policy and allow for online
actions with negative professional consequences.
26.
Rank and Position Consciousness. PPCLI soldiers and leaders regard online spaces as an
extension of the work environment and remain rank and position conscious in their use of ICTs.
PPCLI units are very effective at ensuring this is understood at all levels. This research indicated
that the annual briefing strategies used by units is successful and should be sustained.
27.
These recommendations are presented with the optimism that they can help PPCLI units
improve social fitness through optimizing and enabling the use of ICTs. There is no expectation
that each battalion will find the same value in each of the recommendations; however, if any
value can be gleaned, then the project was a success.
Annex: A. Methodology.
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ANNEX A
METHODOLOGY

1.
A multiple case design consisting of two cases was used for this project.81 The original
design was slightly modified due to the delaying effects of COVID-19 on the dual ethics
approval process. The design presented below was selected because the units of analysis occur
naturally in the greater PPCLI community and recruiting was possible through the extended
PPCLI network, despite the pandemic.
2.
The cases selected allowed for a sampling strategy that used replication logic.82 3 Cdn
Div and 1 CMBG provided the overarching research context as both headquarters have issued
CAIPS-specific direction to the participants in the multiple case design. Participants in the first
case were drawn from the retired members of PPCLI while participants in the second case were
drawn from the serving members in PPCLI. The study was designed to predict both similar
results between cases and to predict different results for anticipated reasons.83 Table A1
describes the case design and sources of evidence.
Table A1 – Two case design and sources of evidence.
Overarching Context: 3rd Canadian Division / 1st Canadian Mechanized Brigade
Group
Documentary Evidence: CAIPS order is a pan-army document and provides the baseline direction for the cases.
Context: Recently Retired Member of
Context: Serving Members of PPCLI from
PPCLI
the 1, 2 and 3rd Battalions
Planned Case Design
Case 1: Retired PPCLI Members
Case 2: Serving PPCLI Members
Pre-Interview Short Answer Questions:
Pre-Interview Short Answer Questions:
Each participant
Each participant
Leadership Interviews (minimum):
Leadership Interviews (minimum):
1 x Senior Officer
1 x Senior Officer
1 x Senior Non-Commissioned Officer
1 x Senior Non-Commissioned Officer
Junior Member Interviews (minimum):
Junior Member Interviews (minimum):
1 x Junior Officer
1 x Junior Officer
3 x Non-Commissioned Officer/Non2 x Non-Commissioned Officer/NonCommissioned Members
Commissioned Members
Actual Participants
Case 1: Retired PPCLI Members
Case 2: Serving PPCLI Members
Leadership Interviews:
Leadership Interviews:
1 x Senior Officer
2 x Senior Officers
81

Yin, Robert, Case study research and applications: Design and methods (Los Angeles: Sage, 2018).
Ibid.
83
Ibid.
82
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1 x Senior Non-Commissioned Officer
Junior Member Interviews:
1 x Junior Officer
3 x Non-Commissioned Members
Total Participants: 6

103
1 x Senior Non-Commissioned Officer
Junior Member Interviews:
2 x Junior Officer
1 x Non-Commissioned Officer
1 x Non-Commissioned Members
Total Participants: 7

PILOT STUDY
3.
A short pilot study was completed with participants from the retired community. The
pilot confirmed the protocols for the study prior to data collection.84
PARTICIPANT RECRUITMENT
4.
Participants for both cases were recruited through PPCLI Regimental network and the 1
CMBG network. Posters were hung in unit lines and the recruiting materials were posted to
Regimental social media (Facebook). Due to the simultaneity of the onset of COVID-19 and the
begging of data collection for this project, there were concerns that the pandemic would affect
participation. Digital recruiting tools were instrumental to reaching participants during force
health protection measures that included physical distancing and minimizing in-person contact.
DATA COLLECTION
5.
Documentary, short answer, interview and artefact evidence were collected in accordance
with best practices for case study research.85 Multiple sources of evidence allowed for
convergence and corroboration in the evidence.86 As all data collection occurred during the
pandemic, digital collection options were used to protect participants and the researcher.
Documentary Evidence
6.
Beginning in 2015, the CA, 3 Cdn Div and 1 CMBG published orders and documents to
describing social fitness as a component of CAIPS. Documentary evidence provided the
overarching context and definitions for both cases. These materials were collected, and
participants in leadership positions were asked about their knowledge of these documents in the
semi-structured interviews.
7.
All documents were evaluated for authenticity, credibility, accuracy, and
representativeness.87 The content analysis of the documents was done in two passes, the first pass
identified the most relevant passages of the documentary evidence and the second pass identified

84

Ibid.
Ibid.
86
Glenn Bowen, “Document analysis as a qualitative research method,” Qualitative research journal 9, no. 2
(2009): 27-40.
87
Ibid.
85
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potential themes and categories used as a starting point in the subsequent semi-structured
interview analysis.88
Short Answer Question Evidence
8.
Each participant answered short answer questions prior to participating in the semistructured interview on their own time. Due to physical distancing measures, the completed short
answer questions were submitted digitally. The short answer questions served as primer for the
interview and allowed participants to think about the topic in more depth prior to the interview.
Participant answers were used to inform opening questions in the interviews.
Semi-Structured Interview Evidence
9.
Due to physical distancing measures, all interviews were completed by phone. The semistructured interviews were conducted in two parts, the first part focussed on pre-established
questions which were sent to participants in advance and the second part focussed on artefact
elicitation to allow participants to select an object related to the research question and share their
experiences, allowing for unstructured data collection. Table A2 describes the conduct of the
semi-structured interviews.
Table A2 – Semi-structured interview protocol.
Semi-Structured
Interview
Data Collection
Structured Questions
Artefact Elicitation89

Total Time90

88

Leadership Interviews
Recorded and Transcribed
Leadership questions
Common questions
Member provided
photograph, asked to
describe how item
represents the impact of
ICT on social fitness
45 to 60 minutes with
follow ups arranged as
required.

Junior Member
Interviews
Recorded and Transcribed
Common questions
Member provided
photograph, asked to
describe how item
represents the impact of
ICT on social fitness
30 to 45 minutes with
follow ups arranged as
required.

Ibid.
Due to COVID-19 force health protection measures including physical distancing, the researcher was not able
to personally take the photographs of the artefacts. Participants sent photos of their artefacts to the research with
their short answer questions prior to the interview.
90
Aida Alvinius, Alicia Ohlsson, and Gerry Larsson, “Organizational challenges and leaders’ coping strategies:
a qualitative study of Swedish military staff organization,” Journal of military studies 1, no. ahead-of-print
(2018): 1-10.
89
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10.
Senior leaders in both cases were asked additional structured questions based on their
seniority, leadership experience and knowledge of extant policy. On average, an additional 20
minutes was allocated to each leadership interview.
11.
Participants were asked to select a personally meaningful artefact that was related to the
research question. The artefact photos will be used in a different component of the research
dissertation outputs and are not included here. They were a valuable addition that assisted
participant reflexivity and allowed the researcher to gather a more holistic answer to the research
question.91 The interview narrative content associated with the artefacts was analyzed with
remaining interview data informing this service paper.
Interview Transcript Review
12.
Each participant was sent a copy of their transcribed interview and offered the
opportunity to review their answers and make changes. About half of the participants provided
additional comments or provided additional clarification to their answers during the review
process. Their reviewed transcripts were taken as the final version used in data analysis.
DATA ANALYSIS
13.
The semi-structured interviews were analyzed using the thematic content analysis
approach.92 First the transcripts were analyzed manually using line-by-line open coding and then
transferred into Microsoft Excel for easy of data management. The initial codes were developed
based on the literature review and refined during the analysis of the interviews. After the
transcripts were completely coded, the codes were reviewed and those not related to the research
question were removed from the data set. Next, similar codes were grouped under higher order
headings related to the research question and these codes were verified for accuracy against the
transcripts. Coded sections were electronically sorted together for ease of access during the final
analysis.
Writing Process
14.
To answer the research question, the higher-order codes were grouped thematically into
three sections: social fitness, ICT use and the impacts of ICT use on social fitness. In each of
these sections the most descriptive data was selected, and a commentary was developed to
consolidate the examples into findings that answered the research question. Descriptive quotes
were selected at this time.
15.
This service paper was selected as one component of the researcher’s dissertation by
portfolio. In accordance with the theory of change for this project, this output is directed to
senior leaders in PPCLI and CA. As such, the decision was taken to initially present a brief
91

Anna Bagnoli, “Beyond the standard interview: The use of graphic elicitation and arts-based
methods,” Qualitative research 9, no. 5 (2009): 547-570.
92
Philip Burnard, “A method of analysing interview transcripts in qualitative research,” Nurse education today
11, no. 6 (1991): 461-466.
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overview of the supporting theory in the literature and then focus the remainder of the content on
a discussion of the research findings and recommendations for organizational change.
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Appendix F: Elective Component 2, Artefact Gallery
Figure 5. Home Page of Artefact Gallery
Home Page of Artefact Gallery

Note. From “Connections: A Gallery of Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry Artefacts,”
by C. A. Braybrook, 2021, (www.socialfitnessintheppcli.com). Copyright 2021 by Once a
Patricia, Always a Patricia: Connecting to Something Bigger than Yourself. Proudly created with
Wix.com.

